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FOREWORD
This is the second volume in a series that includes the syllabuses for the advanced

elective courses in the art program for grades 10. 11. and 12.

Volume II
Studio in Ceramics
Studio in Jewelry and Silversmithing
Studio in Sculpture

Volume I
Studio in Drawing and Painting
Studio in Graphic Arts
Studio in Photography

Volume III
Studio in Advertising Design
Studio in Fasilion Design and illustration
Studio in Product Design
Studio in Stage Design

As with the other" electives, those in this volume may be-offered for one unit of

credit to students who have earned credit in the basic course. Studio in Art. This

credit may be applied as part of the three-unit, major sequence in art. See the flow-

chart of the art program on page vi in Studio in Art.

The following consultants were involved:
Studio in Ceramics was written by Ernest Andrew Mills and Brita Walker, art teacher

at the Milne School. State University of New York at Albany (now retired). Phyllis

B. Nelson, art director, East Meadow School District, and Anthony Volpe, art teacher

at Mahopac High School. reviewed and made additions to the manuscript.

Studio in Jewelry and Silversmithing was written by Susan Wisherd, chairman,
Department of Art Education. State University College at New Paltz.

Studio in Sculpture was written by Ernest Andrew Mil Minerva Markey provided

material used in several areas of the course of stud), The uscript was reviewed

by Phillip Savino, chairman of the art department. Deer Park High School.

The new syllabuses were prepared under the general direction of Vincent J.
Popolizio, chief. Bureau of Art Education. . The draft materials prepared by the
writing consultants indicated above were supplemented and revised by Mr. Mills. and
Harold Laynor. formerly associate in Art Education. now on the faculty of Millersville

State College. Pennsylvania. The layout of the publication was planned by James
V. Gilliland, associate in Art Education.

The curriculum responsibility for preparing the preliminary drafts for publication

was carried out by Richard G. Decker, formerly associate in Secondary Curriculum.

now retired. Robert F. Zimmerman. associate in Secondary Curriculum. coordinated

the final revisions and prepared the materials for publication.

GORDON E. VAN HOOFT
Director, Division of
Curriculum Development



IStudio in Graphic Arts 1

THE VISUAL ARTS

Exploring the Visual Arts

An exploratory course intended to meet the general art requirement for-students in grades 7 and 8 by enobli

them to experiment with the various forms and media Of the visual arts in the contemporary world.11

Creative Crafts

A year-long introduction to
the fundamentals of 3-
dimensional design through
the creation of crafts in
various materials

i
!Studio in Ceramics

I

'Studio in Sculpture
1

Studio in Jewelry and
Silversmithing

r i
lAdvonced Creative Crafts I..1...........,
f 1
ilriduendent Studl j

%

I I
COMPREHENSIVE FOUNDATION COURSES

I' t
Art History and AppreciationStudio in Art

A year-long introduction to
the nature, function, and
techniques of the visual
arts in the present and in
the past

I
ADVANCED
t

A year-long introduction to
man's creative use of the
visual arts throughout
history, with constant
reference to the present and
implications for the future

ELECTIVE COURSES*

r ;10111,1116 WO M. OWL 1

IStudio in Drawingand I [Ancient Art J

Painting

4

i Studio in Advertising
Design

I

Studio in Fashion
Design and)Ilustration

Studio in Jewelry 6nd
Silversmithing

Studio in Product Design

Studio in Stage Design'

IStudio in Interior Design I

IStudio in Sculpture
1

IStudio in Ceramics I

Studio in Photography

I Cinematography.
Independent Study

L

r
L European Art

1

..:
Gm' NonEuropean Aitme Am or .

r
I Modern Art

r
[Art of the Americas

r ZMtecture Through
I the Ages

r
Esthetics1 tstnetics and Art

L Criticism

Independent Study
L

I

1
Mechanical Drawing and

Design

A year-long introduction to
a universal graphic language
through which students can
express their ideas with
creativity, clarity, and
exactness

Li..... ............
I Advanced Mechanical I
I Drowinund Desie 1

M. MI MI me WM MO MN MI NMI

r .1

1 Architectural Drbwing 1

I and Design Ia
i r
1

`Industrial Design

1 rUrban Design and
J `Community Plonning

r Independent Study

*Titles enclosed in dotted Imes are suggestions for locally developed
advanced elective courses

Minor changes in tales have been made since the publication of STUDIO

1 IN ARTA COMPREHENSIVE FOUNDATION COURSE.
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STUDIO IN SCULPTURE.
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Studio in Sculpture is an advanced course which may
he elected after the student has successfully completed a
full year of Studio in Art The program offers the student
an outlet for self expression in three-dimensional design in
either a particular material or a variety of media. The
course is designed to offer both esthetic and technical ex.'

periences so that the student will he able to understand
and appreciate this art form. acquire dexterity. sensitivity.
and mastery.of technique to control the media. and learn
to express himself in a resistant or plastics material. Since
it would he impossible for the student to work in all of the
many media contained in this publication. it is suggested

that the teacher present several methods and processes in

each area. The student would then select the particular
methods and processes he wishes to pursue in depth. Stu-

dent activities are only suggestions of the type of activities

which might he included.
'Sculpture, with its many media. is especially adaptable

to the high school student-seeking an opportunity for self--

expression in three dimensional form. Although it offers

a variety of plastic. resistant. and structural materials in
which the student can explore, it is not always necessary
for students to begin with " easier " processes and mate-.
vials before proceeding to those assumed to be more dif
ficult. A student show ing interest and aptitude in a re-
sistant material should, be given the opportunity to carve
in stone la " difficult " material I even though he may

never have had previous experiences of working in "easy

ier" day or pliable materials. However, this does not
mean to imply that it would be wise to have a student

begin with a piece of marble: A piece of limestone would
he a more logical choice because it is relatively soft, free

of grain, and can be used no matter how old the stone.
If the teacher feels that the student is not ready to carve
a piece of limestone. however. he might have him start in
plaster, kiln brick, or foam glass. But here again. the
structural characteristics of each material are different

1

and thus require different thought processes and pro-
cedures.

Caning is an entirely different process from modeling:
since carving is. subtractive while modeling is additive.
In carving. one's will must conform to a great extent to
both the nature of the material and the action of the tools

upon the material. whereas in modeling. a person's will

has freer rein'. Some students enjoy the challenge 'of a

/ resistant material. while others feel more confident in
commanding a plastic material.

Sculpture. although a highly creative art, demands the
development of certain skills. The term " skill " does not
imply expertness. but rather a manual dexterity developed

In a synthesis of training. knowledge. an&experience in

the various processes of sculpture: The most significant

aspect of skill is its relationship to creative expression.

Students are very conscious of and sensitive to the gap
between thought and action. or between concept and ex.

pression,. They need a certain amount of self confidence
to bridge these gaps. and this can only be gained through

an understanding of the sculptural processes and the

development of skills. When they realize hat they can
command media. they will gain the assurance needed to
translate thoughts and images into tangible form.

Although sculptural expression stems from intuition.
students must understand the construction of expressive
order in space and the fundamentals of art structure
before they can successfully " conquer " space in three-

dimensional form. Therefore. the first unit in the course
will deal with both the nature of sculpture and the funda-

mentals of esthetic expression as applied to sculpture. ,

These fundamentals. which involve the elements of art
and the principles of organization. are not considered as
ends in themselves. nor will follow ing them guarantee the

student good results. However. in understanding their
function. the student is guided in finding a visual solu-

tion,
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STUDENT OBJECTIVES
This course should provide students with !earnings and

experiences that will enable them to demonstrate:,

Percepival and esthetic sensitivity any -t apprecia.
tioa and understanding of three-dimensional form
Increased knowledge. understanding, and ability to
apply various processes and principles to sculpture
form
Ability to work in a variety (if sculptural media
Skills, craftsmanship, and techniques necessary for
personal expression in sculptural form
Respect for the intrinsic qualities of various mate.

--Hats and tools. as well as an understanding of their
-capabilities and limitations
Criteria for critical analysis and esthetic judgment
of sculptural expression
An appreciation of our sculptural heritage and its
relationship to everyday living
An awareness of trends in contemporary sculpture

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The opening discussion could he stimulated by ques-

tions such as the Jollowing:'

What is three-dimensional design? Are all of the
fallowing design forms three.dimensional archite,c-

4ture. furniture. pottery. jewelry. sculpture? What

are their similarities and differences?
What is the fourth dimension in art? How does it
relate to graphic art., to sculpture? Give examples of
graphic art and sculpture which use the fourth dimen-
sion.

Why are a knowledge and understanding of three.
dimensional design important to the layman and to
the artist?
What makes personal involvement in threedimen
sional expression so signfficaut?_

How has sculpture served man throughout history?
What is the value of sculpture to man?
Why does man 'feel such a kinship to sculpture?
What sculpture forms of significance are located in
your community? What particular historical periods

do these represent?
Show and discuss a group of slides selected from the

visual materials section in the appendix. Include scull).

tare in The round and in relief. both historic and con-
temporary. with exa:.tples of carving, modeling, casting,
and construction.



Carrng
Carving is often referred to as the-direct.- or subtractive

method. sitice 'the artist _is cutting, hewing, or chipping
a stone or block of wood. The Latin word sculpere actu
ally means to carve. Historically. 'this type of sculpture
has been associated with mass. ,weight, definitive form.
and solidity.

Sculpture tan he et uated either in relief or in the round.
Sculpture in relief projects raised volumes from a back-
ground and should Jae viewed from the front, whereas
sculpture in the round projects full volumes into space
and can tw: viewed from all sides.

Carving in Relief

There-are two types of relief sculpture:. bas-relief (lob
relief), which ,consists of volumes slightly raised above
the background. and alto or haut relief thigh relief),
which consists of volumes almost in the round, attached to
a fixed background. Bas-relief is closely to per.
spective drawing in that it gives the illusion of space and
depth. Coins, medals. and plaques are typical applica-
tions. Bas-relief is also used as incised or raised areas
on the surface of sculpture in the round to enhance the
total form and emphasize and unify its structure.

Unlike painting, where the painter adds light and tone
to create the illusion of depth. sculpture in relief reflects

and absorbs light, which emphasizes the actual form and
depth of the composition.

Relief sculpture can be created by carving. modeling.
or constructing.- and in some cases a cast or die may be
made of the original sculpture. as in coins. medals. and
plaques.

General Discussion-

How does relief sculpture compare to sculpture in
the round?
How and where did the ancient Egyptians use bas -
relief?
Where and in what manner does modern man use
relief?
What hand processes of sculpture can he used in cre
atigg reliefs?
What mechanical p'r'ocesses can he used in creating
reliefs?
Why does sculpture in relief depend on a light
source?
What materials might be successful)) used for relief
sculpture?
Could " op art " he considered in the realm of relief?

3

What forms of relief have been hsed to convey info
mation?

itiaetkrelier jonuments and tombstones
relief lette ing on monuments
bas-relief in narrative art
relief sculpture of the -ancient world, the Middle
Ages, and the Renaissorke -
relief sculpture of the modern world, inclUding.
the wide variety of , materials currently used

... ,PLASTER

Demonstration and biscusaion .

Assemble such materials t small-toothed 'Scrapers,
clay Modeling tqols,-tinole m cutters, leather model-
ing tools; articles suet' as spoons, orange., sticks.
tongue depressors, rasps;' and sandpaper/ipdnfes

,

newspapers, plastic b'ags, machine oil, and preform-

ed bats of plaster. !Bats should 'be poured into
shallow cardboard boxes or woorittgfainA and
dried. then removed from the containers. ahead of
time. A hook or wire for: hanging then might be
added before the plaster fonts up.) ,

Show how to carve a bas-relief in 'one,of the plaster

hats. Draw the idea en paper and transfer it 10 the
plaster by tracing, or draw directly on the plaster.,
After discussing and deciding which`areas are to be
carved or serape'd away and which are to-be left,
demonstrate procesr.ies of carving. scraping, incising,
sanding, and sponging. Students should observe the
shadows during the scraping stage and note how the
light emphasizes depth and form. Have students
'practice on the demonstration piece.

At the close of the demonstration, discuss and sh w
methods. of cleaning the tools and work area, empha-
sizing the need for oiling the metal tools to prevent
rusting.

WOOD

Demonstration and Discussion
Assemble such materials As walnut, maple. cherry,
and pine boards; chisels, mallets, stains. oils, sharp'
ening stones, drills, files, nails. screws, wood cement,
glue, rags, newspaper, carbon paper. and easel paper.

.
Demonstrate carving a wood panel rn bas-rebef.
Show students how --to sharpen tools, stressing the
importance of having good tools and keeping them,
sharp. Discuss the idea to be interpreted. This may
he organized directly on the wood, with the wood

grain becoming a vital part of the visual expression.
or it may he worked out on paper and then trans-
ferred to the wood 'surface. Show various wood.
carving processes on, several different woods, with

chisels alone and with chisel and mallet.

,

t.
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Stress the importance of::
cutting with the grain to remove wood and across
the grain to establish planes
letting the Ail) of wood rise and loosen after
each stroke
if the chip is stubborn. removing Ihe tool and
cutting from the opposite direction
pushing the tool by band rather than with a mai
let in order to maintain greater control
always keeping tools sharp, clean. and within
reach during carving; sharpening tools often
not undercutting the positive areas
working gradually and methodically over the
entire piec'e of wood while establishing the vari-
ous planes
causing light and shadow to play a major role
in the finished design

CLAY

Demonstration and Diseu4a;on
Assemble carving. texturing. and modeling tools.
cloth. and leatherhard slabs cif\ clay (about 3/4" to 1"
thick ).

Demonstrate how to carve a bas=relief by working
with clay in its leather-hard state. Lay a damp piece
of cloth over the clay several times during the db.-
eussion to retard drying. Using ceramic tools, dem
onstrate herw' to carve a relief. Discuss the task of
the various tools and show how to smooth surtaces
with a damp elephant VI- or soft sponge. Encourage
students to start with I rough visual idea. letting the
nature of the material and the action of the tools
assist in the development of the design. When the
carving is completed. show how to sponge the relief
and plfteci.a damp paper towel or cloth over the re-
liefAV ith a plaster hat on thedoth to keep.the project
from warping.
Discuss the importance of slow.. even drying. After
the clay is completely d,u it can be fired and then
glazed if desired. If a piece is to he hung. holes
should he cut through before the clay has hardened.
A fired clay plaque may also be glued or cemented to
plow ofd or similar hacking' material.

Studio Experience's_

?he staent might .

Carve a bas-relief in a dry plastei-/ bat to be stained
with neutral watercolor washes. Subject matter
might be of a historical nature. based on prehistoric
carvings or Egyptian or Greek designs'.
Cave a bas-relief in a selected plank of maple. pine.
or cherry.. Work out a design which fits the shape
and grain of the wood itself. t)ifferentiate various

...-

areas through depth and texturing., Oil or wax
tstoains might be added to enhance the final composi.

Carve a bas-relief sculpture in leather-hard clay using
drawings from the sketchbook as resource material.
Attempt to stress lines of varying width and depth as
detailed texturing. After dry ing and firing, the de-
sign might he stained with a thin solution of turpen-
tine and oil colors. Transparent coats of tempera,
buffed with steel wool and coated with lacquer. might
also provide an interesting finish.
Create a relief composition using materials other than
those explored in class.

Independent Studio and Research Projects
Develop a pictorial essay. showing examples of relief
sculpture found in the community.
Do the necessary research and develop a visual re
port on relief.sculftture from a particular period in
history, such as Egyptian, Gothic, Medieval, or Re-
naissance. 1

As a group project, develop-a series of relief panels
with a specific theme.

a ,



Carving in the Round
Essentially, sculpture in the round is free-standing

composition designed to be viewed from all sides.
It has been said that direct sculpture in the round is the

exposure of forms which exist within the material itself.
Although this may sometimes be true, it is an oversimpli-
fication. What one sculptor releases from a given block
of stone will be quite different from that which another
would calve from the same block.

Michelangelo is credited with the statement that it

should be possible to roll a stone sculpture down \a\ hill
without breaking it. When asked now he would sculpt
the figure of an elephant, he replied that he would
away the part of the stone that did not look like an ele-
phant.

In a sense. the artist is pitted against the stone or block
on which he is working. Different materials make dif-
ferent demands on the artist. and since a stone sculpture
cannot be dashed off quickly.. careful planning is neces-
sary.

The material itself plays a vital role in determining the
finished composition. The sculptor must' select the me-
dium which seems most appropriate to his idea, and he
must also consider the material's basic shape. texture.
grain. and size when making his selection.

In generel. stone or a stonelike material is especially
suited to compact form. whereas wood can be given freer.
more open shapes. However. there is not as much differ-
ence between these materials as might he expected. Stone
requires less immediate skill but more patience. Wood is
faster, but the artist must work under more continual con=
cenkration. for if he makes a slip. the composition might
have to be altered.

WOOD

Demonstration and Discussion

Assemble and display a wide variety of tools and
media, appropriately labeled and grouped. which
would be used in wood sculpture. These should in-
clude wood chisels. gouges, rasps, files. sandpaper,
steel wool, drill, Hitters, mallets, scrapers, oilstones,
and protective glasses.
Assemble a group of woods available in the immedi-
ate area that can be used for sculpture in the

round, such as pine, birth, maple, elm, beech, oak,
or ash. Also include, if available, any of the more
choice woods such as mahogany, hickory, walnut.
cherry. apple. pear. and some of the exotic woods
such as rosewood, lignum vitae, beefwood. ebony.
satinwood, or snakewood.
Discuss with the class the importance of adequate
space, proper lighting, and quality equipment, includ
ing a variety of appropriate cutting tools.

L. UL
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Discuss with the class various ways of acquiring in-
teresting woods in the community. Consider such
sources as trees that have been cut down, lumber
yards, and industrial operations which use wood.
Describe the seasoning of wood, and the unique char-

acteristics of each kind of wood available.
Stress the importance of selecting the block or log

which best fits the artist's idea. One should consider
not only shape and size, but also the individual attri-

butes of the piece selected.
Demonstrate several ways in which a carving block
can be steadied. and stress the importance of this
operation.
Assemble the various cutting tools to be used. Wear-
ing protective goggles or a plastic work hood. demon-

strate on a firmly anchored pine block, the various
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types of col,- r!: Is% each tool. Show the uses of
the other _IL and stress safety rules.

Encourage each student to try the mallet and cutting
tools.,

Discuss finishing, which includes grinding the wood
with files ,;,o1 sandpaper. then applying a protective
coating. I .ous. soft. and light-colored woods should
he protected w ith a finish such as wax, oil. lacquer.
shellac, or varnish. The finish should enhance the
total composition.

The finish to be used usually depends on the sculpture
itself, the mood the artist is attempting to convey, and
the characteristics of the wood used. Certain rough
woods such as oak are usually more effective when
they are allowed to display the marks of the artist's
tools. If a wood is rather exotic, smooth. and if the
grain is vital to its appearance., a high polish might
be given.

Explain and demonstrate various finishes on appro-
priate woods. Emphasize the fact that the finish
will not cover up poor craftsmanship.

After the class is acquainted with tools. equipment.
various woods. and safety rules. review the impor-
tance of the idea itself, as well r. s the overall design
of any sculpture. Stress the importance of selecting
the appropriate shape, size. and type of wood.

Studio Experiences
The student might

Carve a nonobjecthe sculptured shape which is small
enough to fit w ithin the hand. This " handy " or
" touch form might have alternating concave and
convex surfaces. or could be drilled through in one
or more places. Attempt to have the shape evolve
so that the grain becomes an integral part of the
design. After the object has assumed its gewerr
shape. grind and sand it until ih is sinetitir to the
touch, and finish.
Using a block or log of reasonably soft wood such as
pine. create a stylized bird or animal form. Plot the
design so that the wood grain will enhance the form.

After Blueing several pieces of hoice wood together
such as cherry. walnut, and maple) to form a block.

design a sculptured form which will be enhanced by
the variety and color of the woods as they appear in
successive layers. Saw, grind, and file the woodblock
into the final shape.

Work out several ideas for carving a person's head
from a log or block of vood. Make full -size sketches
for each view. Attempt to have the shape. facial ex-
pression, and the carving technique convey a partic-
ular emotion or feeling.
Select a log which could contain a compact human
pose. After working out sketches of a figure crouch-

4



ing. sitting, or kneeling, so that all limbs are tight to
the bud). proceed to carve the finished figure.
Design and cane a large. nonobjectite structure from
a log or block of %%nod. Stress repetition of partie,
ular forms in seteral different %fats. The structure
might follot% forms from nature. such as tree limbs
or plant life. Cane or drill through the composition
in several different places.

STONE

Assemble and display a
stonecutting tools such as::

abrasives i gritstone. earbo-
rundum slipstones. putt% .
pumice powders)

houchard
bullnose
calipers
chisels I lettereutting )
daft
crowbars
drill (elech is or hand
forge
hammers (hardened steel,

iron lump)
mallet-headed Glatt s I as-.

sorted

varieh of proper)) labeled

mallet-headed points (as-
sorted)

mallets (wood beech or
lignum vitae i

pitcher
pulley and tackle
punch
respirator
rifflers
tubbing sticks
rubbing bricks
safety glasses
sandbox
stonecutting sand
%%00(11dt-ft-kg

eft

Demonstration and Discussion
Familiarize the class tf ith the uses of the different
tools which have been assembled. Stress the impoN
tance of safety in all operations. All students must
%tear protectite glasses or goggles. as cell as a res.,
pirator to protect the lungs. %%hen in the area %%here
a student is cutting to grinding.
Emphasize the fact that the same tools should not be
used on marble as on granite. Point out that the
granite tools have a blunt point and the marble tools
a sharp one also that tempers are different.
Discuss the importance of 'trope) forging. shaping.
hardening. and tempering of tools. Although sharp,
proper') tempered tools are important to the sculptor.
experimentation, development of skill, and intel-

ligent application are %ital..
AssernIde and display a group of stones suitable for
carving, Inc lode types that are available locally. as
%tell as several of the more f /Mire h pes such as ala-
baster. various marbles. limestotte, and granite,
Encourage students to make a sttulf of stones used bt
sc uiptors of the past and present. This stork should
include architectural sculpture and visiting area

museums, art galleries. cemeteries. and monuments
in public parks.

7
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Demonstrate the technique of splitting stone to better
fit the composition. Using a proper It anchored piece

of limestone chic ] has been partiall% roughed out.

deco lstrate and discuss (his process ttith the

students.
Emphasize the importance of:.

ne% er try ing to lift a heat % stone I lift in place

ith pullet and tackle)
keeping a firm grip on all to,ils
%fearing proper safeh gear
(-hipping rot a% at an angle rather than driving
direct)) into the some
using smooth., rhythmic movement of the hammer
lather than short hits). chipping graduall) in

toff and the desired form
resisting the temptation to defelop detail until the
linger forms are completel% realized

Dismiss the different.: s in caning marble. linv:stone,
alabaster, and granite.
Discuss the method of achief ing a high polish on
marble., %forking from coarse to fine earborundum.
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"e There are no set methods of carving. Sometimes the
stone suggests its own possibilities; drawings of all
views are often necessary. A small 'rough model in
clay, plaster, or styrofoam will help.

OTHER MATERIALS

Although stone and hood are the major media for creat,
ing direct sculpture. a hide variety of other materials have
been used pith great success by both sculptors and stn.
dents. Among these are prepared materials such as blocks
of salt, firebrick. soapstone. and petroleum wax.

Other carving media which have proved very satisfac-
toll are those %%filch are formed by mixing various ma-
terials and pouring the mixture into a heavy cardboard
or wooden box or heavy plastic bag to dry.' Materials
most often used in these mixtures are various combina-
tions of plaster. vermiculite. sand, cement. and ,finely
crushed or powdered stone. or a prepared mixture. Many
of these aggregates containing plaster are ideal for be-
ginning pork, for the initial shape ma} be easily " roughed
out 5' h hen the plaster is set but not vet hard.

Demonstration and Discussion
Display several varieties of blocks that have been
mixed from the materials mentioned above. as well as
prepared blocks other than stone,
Demonstrate and have the students experiment on
several of these blocks. The tools for this type of
sculpture are varied and need not he of the finest
quality ;. they may include old hood chisels, hammers.
mallets, cold chisels, knives, rasps. etc. Discuss the

findings of the group.
Stress the need for proper safety precautions such as
protective glasses.

Be certain that students' understand:
the importance of selecting the material hest

suited for the composition to be caned
that the container itself can he preshaped to

roughly resemble the design
the importance of simplicity in fitting the com-
position to the block

Studio Experiences
The student might

Prepare the mixture for a sculpture block and pour
into a flexible container such as a large. heavy plastic
hag. The form being cast may he altered by leaning
hear; objects against the bag throughout the harden-
ing process., After the block is hardened. study the
shape. and design an abstract composition that will
fit the form.
After study ing examples of African sculpture. design
a figure composition that hill incorporate some of the
characteristics hhich have been noted.



\\ ink out a composition based on the human figure
which retains the basic human characteristics.. Sim.

plify or rearrange the forms of the body so that they
are reduced to basic. essential masses and voids.
Refer to sculptures of the human figure by such sculp-
tors as Henry Moore. Alexander Archipenko, Alberto

Viani. Jose De Creek Henri Laurens, Barbara Hep-
worth. and Constantin Brancusi before completing
the sketches.
Work out several sketches for a sculpture of an animal
form. and develop a model in styrofoam. After core
suiting with the teacher. proceed to carve the sculp-
ture in a material of his choice.
Select a log or block of wood from which to carve a
human head. Design the sculpture so that the grain
becomes an integral part of the design. and so that as
little wood is caned away as possible.

Independent Studio and Research Projects
After doing the necessary -research. write a paper

'paring, the sculpture of two such diverse artists
as Donatello and Brancusi. If possible. include pic
torial material to illustrate the text.
Design a group figure sculpture expressing individual
feeling about a particular social: political. or religious
question,
Design a sculpture based on an animal form, a bird
form; or the human figure. in which either the gen-
eral characteristics or specific parts are greatly exag-
gerated. Refer to works of Gaston Lachaise. Ama-
dei) Modigliani; AA ilhtlm Lehmbruck. Henri Matisse.
Henry Moore. and also to examples of African sculp
ture,
Prepare a report on the influence of African sculpture
on the art of the twentieth icntuis

Modeling

Relief Modeling
MOIST CLAY

Demonstration and Discussion
Assemble red clay, boxwood tools. elephant ear
sponges. cheesecloth. oil cloth. throwing hoard or a
slab of plaster, shallow box, wire, knives, modeling
tools. and clay engobes.
Demonstrate how to model a high relief using clay.
Spread a piece of canvas or oilcloth on the table yy ith
the rough side up. Show how the background can be
formed by pressing wedged clay into a shallow plastic
container or a cardboard box lined with plastic. or
merely rolled dut and cut to the desired shape. Show
how the design ma) he added to the background by
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using small pieces of clay while gradually building
up the relief, Various objects might be pressed in for
texture. and details added with modeling tools.

For hanging purposes. holes can be pressed through
the design, Subtle color may he added to the moist
clay through the use of engobes. To prevent warping,
the relief must be allowed to dry slowly and evenly..
If glazing is desired, it may be added to the entire
piece or to selected areas after the piece has been

properly dried and fired.

SURGEONS' GAUZE

Demonstration and Discussion
Assemble such-materials as bowls of water, shallow,
box lids. newspapers, paper towels and napkins, old
sheeting. scissors. cardboard. gold spray enamel,
pariscraft or surgeons' gauze, modeling tools, and
epoxy glue.
Show how to model pariscraft (surgeons' gauze) into
a high or low relief. Spread newspapers over the
table and dip pieces of gauze in water. Remove

them and show how to model pieces within or on
the back of a shallow box or lid. Pulp for modeling
can be made by dipping pieces of paper toweling,
napkins. plates. or old sheeting in water. Squeeze

to remove excess water. and place under the wet paris-

craft to enlarge the form or volume, Strips will bind
the supplementary material and provide a smooth
surface. A finish might be added by using various
stains and patinas.

COPPER FOIL REPOUSSi.

Demonstration and Discussion
Assemble such materials as 36-gauge foil I copper.:

brass. or aluminum), pads of newspaper or pieces of foam

rubber. Dyer of sulfur. shallow glass or plastic containers,
medium and fine steel wool. modeling tools. orange sticks.
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lollypop sticks. ends of old penholders and brushes. mask.-
ing tape. and clear plastic spray,

Demonstrate how to make a has- relief using copper
foil. Place a scrap piece of foil on a pad of news-
papers or piece of foam rubber., Demonstrate the
tooling process by making convex and concave
curves. discussing the importance of hand pressure
and the direction of each stroke, Show how different
tools will perform different tasks and produce differ.
ent effects such as texture, pattern, shape, volume.
and lines. Discuss the means of exaggerating form
to give the illusion of depth by tooling objects in the
foreground in higher relief than those in the back-
ground, and stress the need to establish two or three
definite planes. When the design is completed, dem-
onstrate oxidizing the piece by dipping it in a solu-
tion of liver of sulfur, then polishing the raised sur-
face with steel wool. Discuss the importance of spray-
ing the completed piece with clear plastic to prevent
further oxidation.
Discuss how a relief mural might be made in cop-
per foil as a class project.

Studio Experiences
The student might

Select subject matter from the sketchbook and model
it in relief on copper. bronze. or aluminum foil.

Develop a relief plaque in moist clay. Stress the ad-
ditiYe technique. using many small pieces of various
colored clays and building up the design with a vari,
etV of interesting textures.
Design and construct a mask using plaster and cloth.

Develop a relief sculpture using suitable media not
explored in class.
Design and construct a school plaque or seal in low
relief, from which a mold and castings can be made.

Select a theme for a class mural project. Each stu,
dent might produce one part of the theme on his
piece of copper. Discuss the desirability of conform-
ing to one --.ty le of expression for the sake of unity.,
Have students antique pieces with liver of sulfur,
When the students have completed their tooling. show
how pieces may be arranged on a large piece of ply,
wood. Use pushpins as a temporary means to hold
the copper in place and a power stapler for permanent
tacking., After the pieces have been organized and
stapled to the plywood, show how to nail wood strip-
ping to frame each piece and to frame the entire
mural. The frames can be painted, if desired. Brass
and aluminum can be used in place of. or intermixed
with, copper shapes.

Modeling in the Round
CLAY

Clay is an ideal medium for modeling in the round, for
it is immediately responsive to the hand and tools, and
may be worked and reworked until the desired shape is
achieved. Clay is also one of the few modeling media
which can also be the final product. If the artist has de-
signed the piece to his satisfaction and if he requires no
copies of his stork. he can fire his emnposition as discussed
in Studio in Ceramics.

Demonstration and Discussion

SOLID FORM

Using a solid block of wedged moist sculpture clay
and an armature. show how to begin a portrait head.
Emphasize that this solid form built upon an arms
ture (to be hollowed out later ) is perhaps the easiest
method:
After a rough basic head is shaped I this may be done
ahead of time by the teacher ). have a student assume
a pose so that features may be gradually developed.

Emphasize the importance of:,
the fact that clay sculpture is the finished piece
anchoring the clay firmly to the armature (" but,
terflies " or wood blocks on wire will help prevent
slippage I
keeping work in a plastic bag when it is not being
worked on



relating the main structural masses while empha-
sizing the essential planes of the face
studying the profile or silhouette
careful handling and support while the top of the
head is being cut off and hollowed out
coating both surfaces with thick slip for joining
leaving a wall thickness of approximately :,/4" for
a full-size head
allowing ate completed head to dry very s!owly
and uniformly so that cracks will not develop

HOLLOW-BUILT CLAN SCULPTURE

Using a variety of tools suitable for this method,
demonstrate the rolling out of a large slab of sculp-
ture clay i terra cotta plus grog) of uniform thick-
ness. This can be done easily with a rolling pin on a
piece of canvas or oilcloth to keep clay from sticking
to the table. This process is described in Studio in
Ceram c- s.)

Show how this slab of clay may be cut with a knife
into long. flat strips of the same thickness or into
larger predetermined shapes. Demonstrate how
simple figure. head. or nonobjective sculpture may
he built up by adding flat strips or coils.
Using the larger slab pieces. show how a sculpture
may also be built by joining the slabs together.

Illustrate how these slabs can he formed into tubes
by using a section of pipe, a dowel. or a heavy card -
hoard tube for shape and support.
Emphasize the following points:,

Sections can be more easily joined together if the
edge of the elm slab has been beveled.
A simple wall may be built within a torso or large
hollow sculpture to give support.
It is important to use slabs of equal consistency
i.e., containing the same amount of water),

Even the most naturalistic piece may be started
by the hollow ceramic method and then built
111)011.

Projecting' parts must often be supported with

tubes of balls of clay (luring the building and
drying period. (These will shrink as the sculp-
ture shrinks during drying.)
One of the most troublesome aspects of hollow
celatme sculpttiverrften during the drying pe-
riod, The smaller or thinner parts must often be
wrapped in damp towels or plastic so that they
will dry at the same rate as the rest of the sculp-
ture.
The groggy surface is one of the prime attractions
of ceramic sculpture and can be enhanced by
Intact set aping and texturing.
All parts or limbs should he kept as part of the
basic shape ratter than prdlecting into space.
The finished sculpture must he completely dry
before firing.
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PROVIDING A BASE FOR THE SCULPTURE

Show examples of sculptures of the type that are (1)
self-supporting. (2) mounted on a base.
Discuss with the class the various ways in which a
finished sculpture may be presented or displayed, so
that each student will either plan the base as part of
the sculpture itself. or mount it after the finished
sculpture is fired.
Demonstrate various methods. of adding bases such
as wood. plaster. or cast stone."N

FIRING

Discuss with the class the complete bisque -firing
process. including the chemical change that takes
place. completely altering the properties of the clay,
Firing is.diseussed in detail in Studio in Ceramics.)

- Be sure that students understand:
why each piece must be completely dry before
firing (this may take several days or weeks, de-
pending on the size and thickness of the piece)
the method of stacking the kiln
the importance of the slow firing period, and
cracking the kiln to allow water to be driven off
in the form of steam
why if is not safe to bisque-fire and glaze-fire in
one operation
the cooling period. the cracking of the kiln, and
the removal of pieces
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PLASTELINE

Plasteline is a good material for the student to use when
building his first sculpture study, It must never be fired.
After the material has been kneaded. a small figure can he
constructed by adding bit by hit. Since this material is
made of clay and oil, it has the property of remaining soft
and may he reworked and reused many times.

Demonstration and Discussion

While preparing to demonstrate the creation of a
simple form, figure. or head of plasteline, have each
'lass member work and knead a ball of this material.

Discuss the general characteristics of this medium
and its normal uses to the sculptor.
After demonstrating the technique of building a fig-
ure out of solid plasteline. show the class how this
material can also be used over a wire armature to
create a larger or more complex sculpture.

Emphasize the following points:
Plasteline is generally used for preliminary stud-
ies or to make a completed work from which a
mlild and casting will be made.
Sketching the composition might be of great help
before actually beginning with the plasteline.

--t'Plasteline offers _complete freedom. since it may
be altered or reworked at will.
This medium. when used with an armature_ per-
mits construction of compositions and figures
that might be totally impossible in carving.

PLASTER AND CLOTH
A tiny figure or a composition larger than life may be

modeled with plaster and cloth. Any porous type of fabric
such as burlap, muslin. or cheeseclotf dipped in liquid
plaster provides a suitable modeling medium. Commer-
cially prepared gauze impregnated with plaster (such as
pariscraft may also be dipped in water and used with

ease and satisfaction.

Demonstration and Discussion

Using a previously constructed sturdy armature of
wire and screening mounted on a w ooden base, den.
onstrate the building up of the composition with the
cloth and plaster strips. Discuss and show how even
fine features may bc incorporated by adding pure
plaster with a spatula or knife. Describe how details
may he further emphasized when the structure is dry

by filing, carving, and sanding..

Be sure that students understand:;
the importance of ,liaving a rigid armature

- the importance of adding the strips from the
bottom up so that the foundation will support the
composition
that several layers are needed to assure rigidity
of the completed form
the many ways in which the completed composi-
tion may be finished. such as adding sand for tex-
ture. or carving. or coloring with various patinas
the fact that an area may be reinforced or re-
paired, even where dry. by wetting that area be-
fore adding -more plaster and cloth.

- wok
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PLASTIC METAL

Before the production of metal in a plastic'base; the
sculptor had to be «nitent ith such media as cast metal.
wrought metal. and soldered or welded metal. Since the

advent of plastic metals such as auto body solder.
piasti aluminum. Sculp Metal." or " Metal Modeline."
the sculptor has been able to model vt ith metal.

Demonstration and Discussion
0% er a preformed armature of wire.- or wire plus
metal screening attached to a base. show the class how
to build up the sculpture with relapiely thin coats of

plastic metal. Discuss the importance of drying time
between coats (about 1 hour): so that each is set
before the next is added. Mention the cost of the
medium and the importance of filling in masses with
screen or wire''so that the plastic metal will be more

a finish coat than a solid structure.
Show how the metal may be thinned with the appro-
priate solvent so that detail mny be achieved. The

tom should be well ventilated when this medium is

being used.)

On another partly completed. dn sculpture. show
various ways of treating the surface. such as:;

burnishing with a metal spoon
sanding with a small inme tool
using a thin metal solution as a slip
blushing on and rubbing off various stains or
patinas for color

Mention that further individual experiments- with
liquid or cold solder mat he attempted by using it as
a finish coating over small wax. wire. or plasteline
figures. or as a simple casting material.

ACRYLIC, POLY:VIER RESINS

The droll( philter resins provide a complete range of
media. These materials are not only highly satisfactory
for painting., collage. and relief constructions. but also
offer great p;ssibilities to the inventive sculptor as model.
ing media.

This highlt durable plastic resin.. which is suspended
in water as fine particles. dries to an 1,tisoluble film as fast
as the water evaporates.. Not only is it ideal as an adhe
site. but it is also excellent as a modeling paste. In this

fu m it is an aen putty. pigmented with finely ground

mark
In ct-eating a structure or figure with an armature of

such matcri:d\a- 111)011. wire. ot beam catdboard. the
modeling paste 'n iv be gt aduallv built up in successive
coats with a brush k spatula. allowing sufficient time for

,.
drying- liettifeo coats.

NSince part of the volume is lost as
the water evaporates. shrWtage cracks mat appear. but
these mat be easily filled with ore modeling paste.

N
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The student may continue to build the composition up
until the general desired shape is attained. This may then
be carved. sanded, filed, or tooled. Large masses will be
even stronger if a poly mer gel medium is mixed with the
modeling paste.

The surface of the completed composition may also be
textured by adding strokes or stipples with the polymer
medium or by adding more modeling paste. Color may
be added from the wide range of compatible polymer
paints.

Polymer resins have been extremely popular in contem-
porary " op and " pop " sculpture because of the subtle
translucent and transparent qualities which can be
achieved.

Studio Experiences
The student might

Design and construct a large hollow-built composi-
tion in clay which will stress positive and negative
curved forms seen in nature.
Using a wire armature and base, build a figure study
from a posed student model.
Work out an action composition of a group of inter-
related figures such as dancers or acrobats. he
modeled in plastic metal or plaster and cloth.

.. "r.t*

Construct a composition in which animal, bird, or fish
forms are used as a point of departure.
Design a large hollow-built clay head or figure com-
position.

Develop a self-portrait study in any modeling

medium.

Construct a nonobjective sculpture by using found
objects combined with polymer modeling paste. At-
tempt to have the modeling dominate the composition.

Independent Studio and Research Projects
Design and build a large garden sculpture in clay.
Glaze selected areas of the completed structure.
Develop a large sculpture by adding to and subtract-
ing from a simple geometric solid of wedged clay.

Design a sculpture that will emphasize both form in
space and surface decoration.
Develop a visual presentation comparing the works
of two diverse sculptors such as Barlach and Glam..
meth.
After completing the necessary research, write a paper
on the historical aspect of sculpture, such as the large,
hollow-built Chinese animal sculptures.

Casting
Casting, in its various forms, has been used for thou-

sands of years in most parts of the world. It should be
remembered, however, that merely knowing how to cast
does not make one an artist. The composition itself, de.
signed specifically to be cast, is most important. Simple
relief molds are easily reusable so that many casts may
be made. In order to cast a complex design in the round,
a waste mold is usually employed. As the name suggests,
the waste mold is destroyed as it is broken away from
the cast sculpture.

Casting in Relief
SAND CASTING

Demonstration

Assemble a plastic dishpan, damp.. sand, ceramic
tools, towels, blocks, spools, tongue depressor& sticks,
tablespoon, molding plaster, plastic pail. soap paste,
newspapers, and water,
Demonstrate how to make a relief in plaster using
the sand casting method. This sculptural form is

"made by pouring plaster or metal into a sand mold.
Although this process is relatively simple, organizing
the design is a real challenge, for it requires the stu-
dent to visualize a positive image while working in
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negative relief.. Show how to press forms in the damp
sand, and use various modeling tools to imprint or
hollow out the areas.
Mix and slowly pour a relatisels thin solution of
plaster into the design. being careful not to disturb
the sand mold. A'hen the plaster is ready to set

warm,: imbed a hook made from a coat hanger

into the plaster for all hanging. A art until the cast
has thoroughly set, renunc from the container.- and
brush off the excess sand.

PLASTER OF PARIS WITH CLAY

Demonstration
Using either plasteline. moist clay. or any other
able modeling material, design and make a simple
sculpture to he reproduced from a oneiece plaster
of paris press mold. The subject matter might be
anything from a plaque to the front view of a human
face to a standing. nonobjective design.
Lay the object right side up in a heavy cardboard
or wooden frame that is both higher and wider than

the object, Mix a batch of plaster of paris in a
plastic or rubber bowl until it reaches the consistency
of whipped cream. then pour it into the box contain.
ing the work.
After the plaster i; completely set and hard. the cote
tainer may be insetted and the original piece re
moved. \\ hen the plaster mold has been thoroughly
dried t several days t.1 it should he scrubbed w lib
tiquid soap and a toothbrush to remove all trait's of
the original sculpture. If plasteline was used. the
oily film must he completely washed out.

r
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Emphasize the importance of
designing the object so that it
not undercutting the design
using the proper method of nixing plaster of
paris

can be cast

tapping the container after due plaster is poured
so that air bubbles will rise to the surface
not removing the container until the plaster is

completely hard
thoroughly cleaning the mold

CASTING THE PRESS MOLD

Demonstration

Show the class the following-methods of casting clay
from the dry plaster of paris mold:

rolling a large slab. cutting desired shape. drap
ing and carefully pressing it into the mold
with fingers or an elephant ear sponge, and trim.
ming away excess clay
creating the cast piece by systematically pressing
many small pieces of clay into the mold so that
a wall of equal thickness is built
pouring in liquid clay (slip), allowing time for

water to be absorbed into the mold. then pOuring

off when the desired thickness has been achieved
(about 11" to 1:).

Emphasize the importance of:.
achieving a uniform thickness of clay (the thick.
ness depend4 on the size of the object to he cast)
being certain that the clay is pressed well into
all parts of the mold, if moist clay is used
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tapping the mold so that any air bubbles in the
slip will rise to the surface, if liquid clay is used
refilling the mold if the slip sinks to too low a
level

not pouring off slip until desired thickness has
been achieved
removing the cast only when clay has become
very firm (almost leatherhard)

Studio Experiences
The student might

Select a group of objects to press into a container of
moist sand in order to develop a high relief design
for casting in plaster.

Cast one of the pieces constructed during the class
unit on modeling in clay.
Design and cast a relief composition of a group of
figures in action, in which the background is a
planned part of the total design.

Independent Studio and Research Projects
After studying the sculpture of other civilizations,
the student might design and cast in clay a mask
based on a particular style or form which interests
him.

Casting in the Round
,1/4

WASTE MOLD PROCESS

Demonstration and Discussion
Using a simple clay head or figure composition built
over an armature in moist clay or plasteline, have
the class members examine the piece and decide at
which points a mold would be separated into sec.
tiOns. Discuss the fact that each piece of sculpture
presents special problems. Have the class study the
protruding forms and deep cuts'so that the divisions
of the cast will not be impeded when each section is
dry and lifted from the original.
After the class and the teacher have agreed upon the
divisions to be made, insert a band of brass shims
into the surface of the piece. These shims should he
abOut 1" long so that they may be inserted about 1!s"
into the clay, allowing for a plaster cover about 3i"
to 7/,4" thick.

Using a large plastic or rubber basin half filled with
water tinted deeply with bluing, sift in plaster of
paris slowly while a class member stirs the mixture.
When a whipped cream consistency has been at
taiaed. it is ready for the first blue coat.
Using the fingers as a scoop. lightly throw the mix-
ture onto the original model. working from the top
down, completely coveting it about 1/4'" thick with
the mixture. iThlowing eliminates air bubbles.)

After this has set, mix another batch without bluing
and repeat the same process. Apply a thick, even
coat over the entire mold until all but the top of the
shims are covered.

When this final coat has set to full hardness, the sec-
tions may be carefullypried apart at the shims. This
'ear. be done by thoroughly wetting the joints, cutting
a few wedgedshaped incisions, and lifting the,shims
out one at a time. The mold should be carefully, pried
'apart a little at a time at various points, because
forcing may break the ;told. The parts of the' mold
may then be lifted off after the pieces have separated
completely.

The mold may now be cleaned of all of the original
clay and washed. After this is completed, several
coats of liquid soap should be painted on the interior
of the mold and allowed to dry. When dry; a-film of
oil should be applied to completely coat the interior.

When the cast parts are ready for reassembling, fit
the sections together so that they register perfectly.
The joints should then be sealed with burlap strips
soaked in fresh plaster, or with several layers of
pariscraft.- After these strips are dry, the mold will
hold tightly together and be ready for casting.

Another batch of plaster should now be mixed to fill
the interior of the mold. Pour the plaster solution
into the mold and swish it into all parts of the in-
terior. Pour the plaster in a slow, steady stream
to avoid air pockets. The mixture should then be
poured back into the bowl, leaving a thick coat of
plaster on the interior. This should be repeated again
and again, allowing the plaster to set between coats.

Strips of burlap should be added to further strengthen
the plaster. Wher, a thick wall has been built, -a
strong, hollow casting of the original will have been
made.

After this is dry and completely hardened, the mold
may be carefully chipped away to release a replica
of the original design. This delicate procedure is
done with a chisel and a mallet while the mold is
inverted on a cushioned surface, such as a box filled
with wood chips or sand. Chipping may be done
rather freely until the blue coat is uncovered; this
indicates that the chisel is approaching the cast it.

self: The remaining coat should be chipped away
delicately until the finished coat is revealed.

Note:. If the opening in the base is large enqugh. a
simpler cast may be made by using the press mold or
liquid clay method described above. In these cases the
oil and soap coatings shbuid be eliminated and the
plaster allowed to dry for several days. By reproduc..
ing the original in clay in this manner, the mold need
not he destroyed. but may he carefully pried and
lifted off when the clay has become firm.



The process of creating a cast from a waste mold
may also be used for a cast stone sculpture. This is
a dry mixture of stone particles and powdered stone
pips water to which coloring material has been added
t also called cement fondu I: This extremely durable
matorial4nay be chiseled and filed when completed,
and is ideal for garden sculpture pieces.
Castings of plaster of paris, concrete, or wax can also
be taken from a clay mold. In this way the artist
might choose to make plaster castings from clay
molds of organic forms such as stones or bones, or
from found man-made objects.

ADDITIONAL CASTING METHODS

There are many age-old and new techniques for casting
and moldmaking that might also be pursued. The teacher
should be cautioned, however, not to attempt these meth-
ods unless:

he is completely familiar with the entire process
essential facilities, equipment, and materials are
available
proper safety rules are understood and followed
the student has demonstrated his ability and inter-
est in pursuing further study in sculpture
the student has completed thorough research of
the process to be undertaken

The teacher may wish to introduce one or more of the
following processes which might be pursued through inde-
pendent study:

polyester resin
polyvinyl chloride and gel-

atine
cold-curing rubber com-

pounds
expanded polystyrene

Studio Expiriences
The student might

metal processes:-
lead
alloys
lost wax
lost pattern process

foamed polymer
sand molding
predetermined core

Design and build rtself-portrait head in clay or plaste.
line to be cast in clay Worn a plaster mold.
Create a plaster deep-relief sculpture using the sand
casting process. ,
Construct a seated human figure in clay to be cast in
plaster from a waste mold. Attempt to simplify the
basic forms of the figure rather than doing a natural,
istic study.
Develop a nonobjective composition based on gen-
metric forms, which will then be cast from a plaster
mold.

17
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Constructions
The..process of constructing sculpture is primarily an

additive oiler It is akin to modeling, in that the sculrural
form is built up. The art of assembled sculpture'is a 20tfr

century innovation and has been inspired by interest in

space, automation. technology, and by the availability of
new materials. Constructions lend greater freedom of
exploration and experimentation with a ' variety of
Ha's than either can inior modeling:

Constructions are three-dimerltional visual expressions.
and can take the form of a stabile 'relief construction or a
mobile. Constructions may also be four.dimensional ex.
pressions called mobiles, which involve motion in time
and space. Time-space effects can he achieved either iry
manual, mechanical. magnetic, or atmospheric means.
Calder's mobiles require 'manual or atmospheric force to
et -them in motion. Schaffer's kinetic constructions re-

ire mechanical means to put them into motion, and in
order to coordin'eate and organize the various motions, his
constructions are programed by a computei.

In " op art sculpture. optical illusions give a senv
blance of movement. The illusion of movement in " op "
sculpture is created not only by optical illusion, but ,also
by the movement of. the observei. hi order to receive, the
full visual Message, the observer often must walk around
the sc ulpture,"baek and forth before it. or tilt his head at
various angles. Thus he views it ip a sequence of time.

Independent Studio and Research Projects

Design a #culpture to be cast in }Mister or cast stone
from a waste mold, which will emphasize the dis-
tortion of the human figure..

After preliminary research. design relief heads and
figures derived from African tribal sculpture forms.
These could be modeled in clay. then fired and used
as part of a class mural.

Study the works of several sculptors such as Henry
Moore. Gaston !rchaise. aneLeonard Raskin, and
attempt to determine how their pieces were cast and
in what material.

Design an abstract composition made of several mod.
tiles that could he cast separately in clay: kept moist,
and joined later.

Several of the student activities suggested for'model-
Mg could be developed with the intent of casting
the pieces later.

Relief Constructions.
The first several activities to be explored are designated

as constructions in relief,.,but with minor °changes would
be equally suitable for construction's in the round, since
all of the materials and techniques used in assembled
sculpture may be employed equally well in either ,type of
sculpture.

CARDBOARD

Demonstration
Assemble various materials such as cardboard, uoOd
scraps. an assortment of shallow cardboard boxes.
textured wallpaper. colored corrugated board, cork.
contact paper. wood chips. insulation board. casein
glue or rubber cement, newspapers. saw. and mat
knife.
Show how it make a relief construction by using gen-
metric sliap&, of cardboard. Cut a variety of geo-
metric shapes out of scrap pieces of pebble hoard.
W ith an artificial light source from one direction,
organize shapes on a white hoard of the same mate-
rial. Build up the relief by adding shape over shape.



or stagger them so that sections of the shai, una,
neath remain visible. The major problem is to ar-
range the planes so that the) exaggerate the normal
shadows and reflections of light. Students may wish
to glue or cement shapes as the) organize the relief.
or to cement the ent: composition when completed.

Show variousrs of constructing a relief mural
using small. tia How boxes of all sizes and shapes.
Small boxes can be glued inside larger boxes. and
any boxes with covers of interesting design and tex,
cure ma) he used. The shadows cast by the boxes
add both units and variety. An interesting play of
shadows can be created l connecting siring to the
edges of the boxes. thus tsing the design together.
Color may be added to the composition when com-
pleted.

WOOD

Demonstration
Assemble such materials as wood scraps. bark. chips.
shas ings.'san dust, driftwood. reed. balsa strips. toy
scraps. spools, tongue depressors. small .wood scraps.
large piece of celotex, chipboard. ply %scrod, or build.
ink hoard. %%nod adhesive. oil stains. and wax stains.

Demonstrate the tehni,a1 processes of cutting. chisel'
ing. chipping, prging, saw big: drilling. joining, and
finishing wood. Slum him a cut across the grain
differs from a cut with the grain. Apply oils or stains
to show how the grain r an lie emphasized. and how
these can affect wood color.. After seseral pieces have
been textured. drilled, sanded. and stained. assemble
them i,n masonite. pls-nood. celotex, chipboard. or
building board. Show the various possibilities for
arranging the pieces on the Lad:ground. Stress fitting
pieces of ruts ed reed into the negative areas for
rhsthm and iet and creating interesting textures

ering areas with clue and sprinkling sawdust
or wood shat trigs 'unto them.

METAL

Demonstration

Assemble various siied pieces of copper sheets. small
copper scraps. a sariets of copper nines: soft solder.
flux. propane torch. liter of sulfur. a pan of water.
steel n ord. copper r katler. tongs. tsseev.eis; an small

tinsnips. Use asbestos board to protect the work
surface,
Demonstrate the simple softoldering technique with
copper pieces and %%ire. Stress the importance of
thoroughly cleaning each piece where it is to be
joined. Show how the drips and puddles of solder
might also be incorporated into tly design. Show

the process of cleaning after solriMng., as well as an,
tiquing flitough use of a solution of liver of sulfur.
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The-student may find copper and brass constructions
more difficult to create and assemble; however, the
very resistant nature of the material as it builds up
may be a challenge to some students. Like aluminum
construction, copper and brass sculpture must be
carefully planned.
Demonstrate the methods of tapping, chasing, and
planishing the metal, anti show how to form it on a
piece of foam rubber or a sandbag into both convex
and concave curves. Using this piece and other.
demonstration pieces, show the various possibilities
for assembling the materials.
Metal and wire can be combined with other materials.
Demonstrate the possibilities of adding pariscraft or
burlap, mesh string, or metal screening dipped in
plaster and fastened to the construction.

Be sure that students understand:
the importance of strictly following the safety
rules
the reason for using copper or lead wire, since
solder will not adhere to steel or aluminum
the reasons why an armatt're must be well con.
structed
the wide variety of subject matter which may be
attempted in this medium

-- that most metals become hard, stubborn, and
brittle after too much pounding

Constructions in the Round

CLAY

Constructing in clay generally involves joining. The
individual units themselves may be formed by the slab
method; by wheel throwing; by molding with a sand or
handmade plaster hump mold, found object mold, sling
mold, or paper core; by the pinch-pot method; or by coil
building. These approaches ale discussed in Studio in
Ceramics.

Demonstration
If class members are not familiar with clay as an art

medium, the teacher should briefly demonstrate and dis-
cuss the characteristics of clay and the various processes
necessary to take the clay from wedging through firing.
Students should be encouraged to choose one-of the sim-
pler methods of construction if working with clay is a new
experience to them.

Display a variety of previously formed shapes of
moist clay, and include whateveitmaterials were used
to achieve these shapes.
Demonstrate how 'precut, leather-hard pieces of clay
may be joined by clipping or painting both surfaces
with slip and then pressing firmly into place.
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Demonstrate how to join two pieces of moist clay
securely together by scoring both surfa es with a
tool, moistening with a wet sponge, and pressing the

parts firmly together. Show how to further strengthen
the joint by working this area with a tool while press-
ing small bits of moist clay from adjacent areas into
this joint.

Emphasize the following points:

design is of prime importance in any sculpture
medium
it is important that all clay to he joined he of the
same consistency

(cc
:1=0

the larger the structure, the thicker each piece
must be. It is suggested that :14" be the maximum

thickness
short drying periods are usually desirable be-
tween each addition so that the clay will firm up
clay projects in progress should be stored on a
firm, nonporous surface and placed in, an airtight
plastic bag or damn cabinet
completed projects should be exposed to the air
gradually so that the drying process will he slog
and even
constructions should he fired only when the proj,
ect is completely dry
the slower the firing. the loss chance for explosion
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PLASTIC

Plastic can be constructed and modeled with the same
tools that are used for wood and metal:: handsaw: jigsaw.,
.drill press, and files. There are many kinds of plastics
on the market, but probably ,liose most adaptable to sculp-
ture are sold under the trade names of Acryloid, Crysta-
lite. Lucite. or Plexialass.

Demonstration
Plastic is hard and brlttle, but when heated it becomes

soft and pliable. Demonstrate how plastic can be suc-
cessfully softened by submerging it in hot salt. Salt is
used in preference to water because it can reach and main-
tain a temperature of 222°F to 300°F by using an electric
appliance such as a deep fryer. frying pan. or coffeemaker.
Salt will not discolor the plastic. it can be washed off
easily. and it is safer to use.

Caution the students not to change the heat control
unit once it is set at the correct temperature. lf the
salt becomes too hot. it will 'stick to the plastic and
make it marks on the surface,
Experiment with various kinds cif plastic. Some must
be left in the hot salt longer than others. Experimen-
tation can provide information as to the time needed
until the plastic is soft and flexible enough for shap
ing. Care must be taken when removing the hot
plastic from the salt. Cotton gloves provide some
protection. but a potholder mitt is safer, although
cumbersome for forming., Plastic can also be heated
directly over a Bunsen burner., Use scraps of plastic
heated to the " gummy " stage to slum how it can be
twisted., bent._ pulled like gqn- or taffy. and joined.

When plastic cools to room temperature, it retains
the same shape into which it was formed while it was
hot. Some plastics cool more rapidly than others.:
however, they can, always be reheated until the de-
sired shape is attained. The entire piece of plastic

.does not r ed to be submerged in tie salt or heated
over a fire, just the area that needs to be worked.

There are many tricks of the trade which can be dis-
covered through experimentation and exploration.

WOOD

Traditionally wood has been a sculptural medium used
primarily for carving.., It has only been since the early
20th century that sculptors have realized its potential for
constructions. The availability of scrap wood, composi-
tion board, and driftwood makes wood construction in
the round an inexpensive and practical sculpturarmedium.
Construction can be abstract or nonobjective, and the idea
can either be planned, or assembled by trial and error.
Possibilities for sculptural form in construction are limit-
less, since there are no rules other than those which govern
organization and design..

Demonstrate
* How to construct with a variety of materials sad] as

scrap wood, driftwood, plywood, composition board.
dowels. and balsa sticks
flow free forms of wood can he successfully corn-

..

hined with linear shapes
Several methods of finishing a piece with wax or oil.
and how to rub it by hand to a satin finish

CGG 37



WELDED METAL

With a welding torch as his tool and metal as his mate-
rial: the artist of today enjoys a freedom tuner before
realized. Students may feel a kinship with wedding which
they do not haye with the more traditional techniques such
as carving. modeling. and casting. because welding is an
industrial technique of the 20th century. This method of
creating reflects today 's world. Since the contemporary
artist is concerned with creating three-dimensional struc-
tures rather than representing nature or objects. tl flame

is an ideal tool.
There is usually no attempt made to represent reality,

The sculptor either guilt!) creates the illusion of reality, or
is totally abstract. He builds constructions out of pieces
,r1 previously cut metal which he brazes or welds together,
and is also yitally concerned with exploring new ap-
Proaches that lead to indiyidual expression.

It is suggested that this important but potentially
dangerous sculpture activity be explored by discussion
and by viewing yarious examples shown to the class. The
actual instruction in this area should be given only by the
most competent sculptor-teacher and should be con-
ducted in an area specifically designed for welding., There
is no substitute for experience. so the student must work
closely under the guidance of a competent leader in a
situation which not only pros ides all essential equipment
but also imposes strict rules of safety.

MOBILE

A mobile is goy erned by a rhythm of balance and
motion. and 'depends upon rhculation of air for its ever-
kaeurhig spatial relationships. Mobiles are effecthe %%hen

simple. hence it is best to limit the number of materials
to a hare minimum. such as wire and wood. or mesh'u ire
and metal., or copper %%ire.. sheet copper and copper enam
elect pieces. Spatial organization. balance. proportion.
subject matte'. and movement all are inyoked in the con-
struction of a successful mobile.

Demonstration
Slum and discuss the components of a mobile and the
purpose of each. Stress the reed to start from the
bottom of the mobile and work up. In this %%a y. durs
ing all the stages of development the problem of bal-
ance is reduced to a minimum. If the procedure were
reversed, every time an arm or pendant were added.
the mobile e.ould be thrown off balance. Slum ex
amples of the mobiles of Alexander Calder.
Stress the need to keep the mobile responsive to light
and to any slight drealatiott of air. Suspend the
mobile to test its sensitiy ity to air circulation. If the

mobile is placed near a all and lighted in a certain
manner. it will cast shadows on the wall, which will
help to emphasize its eyerchanging patterns and
spatial relationships,
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Discuss the wide variety of other lightweight mate
rials which may be effectively used in constructing
a mobile. such as reed. tissue paper, cardboard.
stained glass pieces., %%ire. thready yarn. plumber's
tape. fabric. kind doweling.

Studio Experiences

\ ooD

The student might
Construct a composition of wooden dowels of vary-
ing lengths and diameters. Attempt to work out a
rhythmic pattern and balance within the composition.

Develop a relic( construction using scraps of various
types of wood such as fir. cherry. maple. or walnut.

Work oat a subtle color relationship using oil or
wax stains as a finish.

oUND MUCCI'S

'e student might
ithm an old picture frame. build up a composition

with yarious preformed cardboard shapes such as
small boxes and tubes, polymer paste. and me-
dium. Create a wide variety of planes and depths
It% altering the original cardboard shapes. Finish by

apply ing headlines. columns of type. and pictures
from magazines and newspapers which seem appro-
priate to the composition.,
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Collect a number of short wooden strips or a group of
found objects such as dominos, checkers, or tongue
depressors) to he joined by glue, Work out a self-
supporting construction which minimizes the fact that
each piece is the same size. A strong light would
provide shadows to further enhance the composition.

Organize a construction on a suitable ba..e, using re-
lated found objects such as nails of varicls sizes and
types, different pieces of hardware, assorted wooden
blocks, clothes pins. or objects from children's games.
These could be used whole. or could be cut, carved,
or altered in some way, Attach parts by using glue.
polymer gel. paste, or plastic metal.
Work out a humorous sculpture of found objects, per-
haps an animal or a human figure, using an assort-
ment of unusual defunct or abandoned items. The
selection of these items is just as important as their
arrangement in the finished composition.

METAL

The student might

Construct a nonobjective metal sculpture which will

stress lines and rectilinear &Ives. Emphasize posi-
tive and negative spaces as ,-'all as the contrast be-
tween lines and flat pieces. Various sections may
have to be temporarily wired or glued in place as
Plans for the final arrangement are worked out. The
final composition might be finished by using a corn-
bination of methods previously demonstrated. such as
texturing the flat surfaces and Pickling.,
Work out- a metal relief sculpture built on a piece of
pi) wood. using only hardware items for joining.
Try using sheet metals. tacks, copper tubing. strews.
wire, nuts and bolts. washers. and other small IV-
ware items. Drilling. sawing. and filing will be nse-

.,,

ful during the process.
Using a combination of techniques demonstrated
earlier such as stretching and hammering), form a
sculptural arrangement of overlapping circular pieces
of brass or copper which might suggest organic
forms. Additional texture could be added by puddling
solder on the surface.
Create a relief sculpture using sheet copper shapes
and wire. A preliminary mockup might be first
shaped with paper and string. After the copper
shapes are cut and filed. textures may be added by
stamping or incising various line patterns.

CLAY

The student might

Build a clay construction that emphasizes curvilinear

shapes as well as holes.



Construct a clay sculpture using leatherhard precut
shapes and slip. Work out several preliminary
sketches or paper models to assist in planning the
structure,
Design and build a large menorah which will be both
esthetic and functional.

PLASTER

The student might

Combine wire, cloth, screening. and plaster into a
three-dimensional composition to be a model for a
piece of playground equipment which children could
safely climb. walk through. slide down, or enjoy in
same physical manner, The finished piece might be
painted' in brilliant polymer colors which would ap-
peal to younger children.

Design a sculpture of the human figure in action con-
structed with plaster and cloth over a wire armature.,

PLASTICS

The student might
Design a nonobjective construction to be built corn-
pletel) of plastics. Work out a preliminary plan or
model w ith oaktag before proceeding to cut and
attach the individual pieces. Refer to the methods of
handling and joining demonstrated earlier as the
project is brought to completion.

Work out a three-dimensional design 'which will

create an optical illusion.. Refer to " op art " compo-
sitions of such artists as Richard Anuszkiewicz. Reg,
inald Neal, and Victor de Vasarely.. Attempt to pro-
duce one or more-of the following visual reactions:,
negative a ftenim'ages, irradiation. moire. reversible

shapes. Plastic dyes or pol)me colors may be added

to help create the desired effects.

COMBINATION

The student might
Use materials of individual choice to design and eon-
mruct a simple composition to pattern light from a
single or multiple source, Decide on the direction.
of the light, then build the structure in the light itself
so that it becomes an important part of the composi-

tion.
Create a nonobjective. three-dimensional space con-
sanction using seleral rigid, flat materials such as

balsa. plywood. cardboard, sheet metal. sheet plastic..

screen wire. or embossed metals. Organize so that

each shape relates to other shapes in the construction.
negative areas form air integral part of the design.

and the ( haracteristics of the materials used are

emphasized in the total structure.
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Using wire and scraps of various metals I such as

aluminum, copper. and brass,. work out a sculpture
of the human figure in action. Attach the various
pieces by drilling holes and using Is ire, screws, bolts.

or body solder to join them together. The figure
should be attached to an appropriate base when com-

pleted.
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KINETIC SCULPTURE

The student might

Investigate various discarded objects and machines
that might be incorporated into a sculpture with mov-
ing parts. such as a windup phonograph turntable,
small electric motors. or magnets.
Plan and construct a small "junk " sculpture in which
several of the parts will move. light up. or dog, th.

Independent Studio and Research Projects

Plan and build a large garden sculpture in clay,
Design a minimal structure ( including working
drawings ) which could he-constructed by the class
within the school grounds.
Form a committee to design a " happening " for the
art classes, art club, or school in general. (The spec-
tator should become an active participant.) Read

and stud) such activities as have been staged by Alan
Kaprow.

Try converting a room to be used for the explo- ration
of color. light, visuals. and sound sculptures.
Design a large environmental sculpture to be installed
within the school lab) or on the school grounds.
Make a detailed plan and stale model so that the
structure may he built t perhaps of plywood ) in the
school shop. Stud) the works of Tony Smith and
Robert Grosvenor before beginning the design.

Work out a written and visual presentation compar-
ing Dadaism and pop art.
Do a research project relating technology to the scull):
tore of today.

ce



Summary of Understandings
and Concepts

Does the student understand the characteristics of
sculpture as a means of individual and social ex-
pression?

Has the student demonstrated sensitivity and skill in
using several difTerem sculpture media and tech-
niques?

Does the student understand the universality of sculp-
ture as it reflects the various periods of culture in

the hiqtor; of man?

Has the student demonstrated ability in visualizing
sculpture as a three-dimensional, stabile, or moving
design in space?

Does the student realize the characteristics and limita-
tions of the various media used in the creation of

sculpture?

Has the student been exposed to a wide variety of
examples of contemporar) and traditional forms of
sculpture?

Has the student developed an understanding of tactile
sensitivity as an integral part of the sculptural
form?

Has the student developed a sensitivity to. and ap-
preciation of. a11 natural and manmade forms?

Has the student become familiar and ilvohed v,ith
the recut forms of sculpture, such as the environ-
mental kinetic. optical. and electronic?

Does the student consider the importance of the inter-
play of light and shadow in sculpture design?

-

=
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Slides

A listing of selective sources of visual materials and services may
be found on pages 79-81 of Studio in Art.

Sculptor

De Creeft
Michelangelo
Michelangelo
Flanagan
Brancusi
Flanagan
Praxiteles
Egyptian (Ana; I

Zorach
Nakian
Lehmbruck
Gross
Modigliani
Zorach,

Rodin
Rodin
Picasso
Giacometti
Brancusi
Boccioni
Greek Anon. )
Greek (Anon.)
Mestrovic
Lipschitz
Calder
Gordin
Hare

r's. Kelly
I.achaise
Lippold
Lipton
Stankiewicz
Smith. David
Picasso

Bertoia
Wines
Milonadis
Rivers

Title

Cloud
Pieta
David
Jonah and the Whale
The Kiss
Mother and Child
Hermes
Prince Ankh-Haf
Head of Moses
Young Calf
Kneeling Woman
Reflection
Caryatid
Head of Christ
St. John the Baptift Preaching
Heroic Head
Woman's Head
Tall Figure
Bird in Space
Anti-Graceful
Head of Pugilist
Delphic Chirioteer
Jacob's Well
Prayer
Spiny Stabile
Construction 110
Sunrise
Blue Disk
Head
Variation 410 The Sun
Menorah
Secretary
Cork Fight Variation
Goat
String Construction $51
Sculptured Screen
Child in Web
Kinetic Construction
Kabuki in Rectangle

(1, 0.

Material

green stone
marble
marble
stone
stone
red sandstone
marble
limestone
granite
pink marble
cast stone
pink alabaster
limestone
black granite
bronze
bronze
bronze
bronze
bronze
bronze_

bronze
bronze
bronze
bronze
sheet aluminum
painted steel
bronze and steel
painted aluminum
nickel-plated bronze
goldwire
nickel-silver on steel
steel
aeel

steel
string and aluminum
various metals
cast bronze
steel
welded steel



Barlach
Hunt
Miki
Kowalski
Marini
Kelly
Della Robbia
Grippe.
Noguchi
Yrigi
Noguchi
Nevelson
Kohn
Baskin
Baskin
Moore
Arp
Dubuffet
Kipp
Barlach
Barlach
Morris
Smith. Tony
Gallo
Reimann
Weinrib
Yamaguchi
Gabo
Marisol
Miro
Oldenburg
Bill
Westermann
Rauschenberg
Chryssa
Segal
Tinguel,
Antonakos
Yoshimura
Grosvenor
Bell

Grosvenor
Anonymous

r

.Compositionition with Seven Figures and a Head
Extended Horizontal Form
Untitled (ears)
Dynamite
Horse and Rider
Blue Disk (primary structure)
Madonna and Child.
The City
Even the Centipede
A Cloud -Remembered
Cronos
Royal Tide I
Square Root
Man with Dead Bird
Walking Man
Two Forms
Relief
Bearded Head
Andy's Carte Blanche
Revenge
Peasant Girl
Untitled primary structure
Untitled primary structure
Man in Rocker
Constellation
Stadium
The Port
Construction
The Wedding
Relief Construction
Soft Engine Parts
Untitled Sculpture
White for Purity
Coca Cola Plan
Fragment for the Gates to Times Square
The Cinema
Dissecting Machine
White Hanging Netm
Tu 0 Columns
Still No Title
Untitled Sculpture primary structure)
Transoxiana
Examples of African Tribal Sculptures

7

painted brOnze
steel
cast aluminum
stainless ste.I
bronze
painted aluminum
glazed terra cotta
terra cotta .

clayware
ceramic
balsa wood
gilded wood
wood
walnut
oak
pynkado wood
wood
driftwood
plywood
wood
wood

'painted plywood
painted plywood
polyester resin
plexiglass
plastic
acrylic plastic and light
plastic and wire
mixed media
wood and metal
mixed media
glass, metal
plaster, glass, wood
mixed media
neon and plexiglass
plaster and mixed media
various materials
neon and aluminum
plaster on wood
plywoodfiberglass, steel
glass, metal
wood, polyester, steel
various materials
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STUDIO IN' CERAMICS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

The ceramics course is designed for the student who is
interested in working with clay. It includes the use of the
potter's wheel, the creation of ceramic sculpture, the prop-
erties of glazes, the use of available domestieraw clay
as well as commercially prepared products. experinitsnta-
tion4with the various methods- of handlingfclay,.and a
study of the history of ceramics and the contemporary
uses of clay.

While Studio in Ceramics was designed as. a year's
course. a pupil may take it for half a year with consent
of the head of the school art department. The course
should cover as many approaches to the use of clay as
possible, allowing time for the student to explore methods
of greatest interest and value to him.

The use of photographic illustrations. examples of cer-
amic work. museum trips, and studio observation should
be included. Independent research and reports should
be used as part of the Glasswork. The students should
keep notebooks of their Glasswork and research, as well
as portfolios containing sketches. photographs. and color
transparencies of their work.

The student activities included are only suggestions of
the type of activities that might he included.

INTRODUCTION TO
CERAMICS

The Nature and History
of Ceramics

The word ceramics comes from the Greek keramos.
meaning potter's day. and refers to the a:t of making both
useful and beautiful objects such' as bowls. sculpture. CO("
ing and serving utensils. tiles, electric insulators, compo-
nents of spaceships. bricks. and many other objects used

by man.
Pottery. uses the earth itself. and every culture that

ever used day formed it in its own particular manner.,
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Clay varies in color and texture. It feels smooth and
sometimes a little oily; it contains minerals and is either
residual or sedimentary in geologic origin. Moist clay
can be tholded into any form. Heated to the right tem-
perature, it hardens and serves many useful and aesthetic

purposes.
Ceramics is one of the oldest of man's arts. One piece

of prehistoric pottery, still in good condition, is con-
sidered to be at 10,000 'years old. Pieces of pottery dis-

coveted by archeologists have added to ...tr knoivledgr
of ancient cultures.

The Egyptians and the people of the Tigris - Euphrates
Valley had an abundance of clay, for as the rivers over-
flowed over the centuries, they left large day deposits.

People in these regions made bricks bit. houses and, as
far back as 3,000 year ago, they acquired a knowledge of
glazing. developing the vibrant blue copper glaze for

whiCh their work is noted. Bowls, figurines, jewelry, and
even writing tablets were also made from clay:

Greek pottery is famous for its beauty of form and
decoration. The Greeks during' the fifth and sixth cen-
turies,11. C. made beautiful vases of carefully proportioned
shapei and sizes which were used for measures, storage
of food, prizes. and religious ceremonies. The surface

decor'ations were designed to fit the curved surfaces with

perfection never equaled.
The Chinese developed porcelain using a white clay

called kaolin mixed w ith feldspar. silicate of alumina, and

potash. Porcelain is white, translucent. and comparatively
dense, To the Chinese, fine pieces of porcelain were as
valuable as objects of gold and jade. To the historian.
thex indicate an advanced culture with a deep. sense of

beauty at a very early period in man's history. Chinese

porcelain or chinaware was known in Europe by the 15th

century. but was a great r..rity.
In the late 1600's, doe Dutch East India Company

brought Chinese porcelain to Holland. This greatly in-
fluenced the Delft pottery makers. who could not copy
the Chinese porcelain but could copy the designs and.did

so in an oriental blue on a thin. white body., Early in
the 18th century the secret for making porcelain was dis-
covered and its manufacture began both on the Continent

and in England.
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In Italy, a tinenameled earthenware Has made as early
as the 14th century,, In Florence, majolica ware, a white
earthenware with bright colors. was developed. The finest
pieces were large plaques and plates with pictures on
them. The art of majolica was lost by 1570.

The work of the Italian pottery makers, particularly
from Faenza, had a strong effect on the pottery of France,
where french faience (also a tin-enameled ware) was
produced. The French developed their own style. and
from cities such as Nevers and Rouen came works of skill
and beauty:Often the paintings of such artists as Watteau
and Boucher were copied on faience plates. During the
16th century. the French potter Palisay discovered ways
of making colored lead glazes.

In Germany. salt-glazed stoneware was developed,
which was suited to the large jugs used to hold beverages.

A Germarr potter produced the first true European por-
celain in 01709. A factory established at Meissen pro-
duced the delicately modeled porcelain figurines in finely
detailed costumes. which came to be known as "Dresden
China."

In England, potters such as Wedgwood and Spode
each `contributed to the making of potuttsl, Wedgwood
with his jasper cameo. and Spode with his boneware.
In the village of Chelsea, beautiful soft-paste porcelain
figurines were made that became very popular,
,`Royal Copenhagen china and china figures were col-
lected the world over. Animals. birds, and children were
favorite subjects and beautifully done.

In Scandinavian countries, the craftsman is encouraged
and respected., His work is displayed in museums ever -
where and is bought and enjoyed by Americans as well
as Europeans.

Indians in North and South America made interesting
bowls, pipes and figures, but the work of the Indians of
the American Southwest is outstanding and is produced
today just as it was hundreds of years ago. Maria Mar-
tinez, a potter of pueblo San Ildefonso, is not*cl for her
pots, decorated black on black.

The American colonists used local clay to make pot-
tery which was rather heavy and breakable. In time,
excellent pottery was developed, and at present American
pottery products ate comparable to the best in other
countries. Several n producers are located in
New York State, and there is a college of ceramics at
Alfred University,

Some widely known names in the American pottery
field are Syracuse. Onondaga. Iroquois, Steubenville,
Franciscan. Lenox. Rockwood. Shenango, Van Briggle,
Newcomb, Baggs. COMM. Scheier, and Wright.

Discussion
,

7Have the class observe and discuss the numerous
ceramic objects in the classroom and home.
Discuss with the class what has been learned of man's
history from the study of ceramics. =-=

Present examples of clay in the various stages from
the raw form through fired and glazed pieces. Dis- -

cuss the entire process with the class.
Display 'and discuss the various kinds' of ceramic
materials currently in use.
Define and discuss the technical tern-, used in the
field which are relevant to the work that the student
will be doing.

The Making of Ceramics,
The design is important in creating with clay and

should grow out of a feeling for the organic quality of
the clay, All of the fanciful decoration, finishing, and
glazing will not help unless the shape itself is interesting;

Red. huff, or brown clay is bestbfor all st..ident work.
These clays (especially with grog added) are naturally
rich in color and texture and respond well to hand build-
ing. Usually a clay form or the exterior of a pot will be
rich and attractive without glazing. A glaze may be
applied 4) the inside: however so that the object will
hold water.

White talc clays are not ry satisfactory for throwing,
since they at difficult to v ark on the wheel and, when
fire& they lac the rich color and textural qualiti6s of
other clays.

rming clay in the hands offers endless possibilities
-§npes that cannot he reproduced on ffit-Notter's
1". A student can learn to express himself in a very

original way when forming pieces by hand alone., The
clay readily takes on the stamp of the artisespersonality.



Wedging

Demonstration and Discussion
Using a good quality, moist clay and a %%edging board

covered with canvas or oilcloth, demonstrate and discuss
various wedging processes. The following points should
be emphasized:;

W .hig is the technique of kneading moist clay by
hail to give it the same consistency throughout, and
to a or remove moisture as necessary,
Clay should not be wedged on dry plaster. Such a
sur ce absorbs exressive ,moisture and can make
the clay uneven in consistency,
It is very important to cut the clay to check for air
bubbles.

Clay should be stored in rustproof, airtight contain-
ers such as polythene begs, zinc-lined cans, or plastic

waste cans.

Texturing .

Demonstration and Discussion'
Before turning to the conventional methods of folming

such as the pi6sit pot. coil. and slab methods, it
mi*t 15r*ful to-presetil a'short lesson on texturing
so that students may become familiar with the feel "of
the mediutii.

Assemble a large variety of objects and tools which
may produce unusual textures I% hen impressed in the
clay, When exploring texture. it is a good idea for stu-
dents to roll out several small piec clay in a variety
of sizes for experimentation.

Demonstrate and discuss the endless number of pat-
terns which matt' e used. netOply as decoration, but
as an integral, part o %hole design M a particular

clay project.
Demonstrate the following teohniquesz

Using the fingers as tools
Pressing into clay found objects such as a fork, a
piece of bark., twigs. small shells. blocks'of wood.
and r(4
Impressing a design into the day by using a roller
41eil tflq a pie (lust crimper. a pizza cutter, a
caster, or a spool into which designs haw been
cut ,-;)

Car,vinWthe clay with a fettling knife, a paring
knife. and yarious gouges and cutting tools

Buildin; up the texture by dribbling_or painting
wio the surface

Creating high rolief by adding various pieces and
hits of (la%
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Pinch Pots

Depou,tration 'and Discussion
D. onstrate and dis.cuss building clay pots and forms
b the pinch pot method, beginning with a ball of
c14 the size of an orange and forming a pot by
revolving the clay ball while pressing thOhumb into
the center: Making a pot through this method is
good exercise for the hands and is one of the simplest
ways to beconle acquainted with the plastic quality
of the clay itself.
Students should be reminded that timing is important
in all clay work., Exposure to air and the heat of the
hands tends to dry the clay too quickly, so hands

-4-;ould be moistened periodically while forming the
pinch pot.
Demonstrate the joining of two pots. By wetting the
rims and welding these t.dges together with fingers
or a small tool. air is trapped within the form. The
form may then he slapped or paddled smooth, or
textured. After the piecehas become -firm (perhaps
overnight 'i hole should he added to allow the air
to circulate. Another piece rnagle used to form a
base be adding slip to both surfaces, then welding a
coil along the joint. Other possibilities include add-
ing necks, feet, handles. or joining several small pots
to make- a multiplepot construction.

.
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Coif and Strip Construction

Demonstration and Discussion

Demonstrate and discuss the building of clay forms by
the coil or strip method, covering the following points::

The coils or strips themselves should help to deter-
mine the shape and surface of the object.

There is no need to attempt to create a perfectly cir-
cular pot when this can be done more readily on the

r's

Large coil constructions stand up best when grog is
wedged into the clay in the preliminary stages.

When forming the coils or strips, the student should
bear in mind the size of the object he is constructing.

As the shape evolves, it may be altered or rearranged.

Timing is extremely important. since there is 4 prac-
tical limitation upon the number of coils, that can
be added at one time without causing sagging. It

is also essential that the first portions of the con-
struction not be permitted to dry untii the entire
piece has been completed.

0. By lightly beating the surface of the clay form with a
stick, paddle, or spoon. one can reshape sagging or
awkward areas.

Asy,



Slab Construction
Demonstration and Discussion

Demonstrate and discuss the many %1411=S of using the
slabbuilding technique. This is actually the most versa-
tile of all construction methods. A slab of day does not
usually retain its shape a ithout support unless it is stand
ing on end. The consistency' of the- day and the thickness
of the slab determine the weight a slab hall will support.
Bet ause of this. support is usually needed during the
construction process. This support may be provided by
draping -the clan into a student-made mold: around a'
folded neaspaper, magazine. or cardboard tube:, over
a plastic bag filled a ith sand or<per a "found" mold:-
or into a sling mold. All of these supports offer great
opportunity for freeform construction and pot-making.

Stress the folloaing points:

It is usually best to place a thin sheet of cloth, paper
wading, or plastic betacen the clay and the sup--
port to keep the elm from sticking to the support.
\\ hen (la% is draped 4 I% er a support. it must be re,
mosed %%hen firm but not N et dry. If allowed to dr)
the shrinking elks may crack., for the support %sill
not necessarils shrink a ith it.
The slab form can has e no undercuts if the support
is to be remosed in one pier e.
It is best that Pieces be added or joined %%hen both
class are of equal «rsistencs. firm but not dry.
Tbtough the use ref slip, a strip may he aelded into
both sides of a joint.
Vs ben joining se\ eral pie.ses together, the joint itself
and the ay chosen to join the pieces can become an
integral part .rf the total piece.

Sculpture
and Constructions
Demonstration and Discussion

Discuss and demonstrate the designing and assembling
of forms for a free-standing '4( ulpturk. or"«ifistruction. It

is ernIs after making mans pots and joining small pieces
that the more complex strut tures should he attempted

In lade the folloaing concepts:

Seserral preliminar .kek Drs nia bdp to develop the
project effeciTsels.
Before the student begins: he must be sensitise to
from. balance. proportion. and function. A point of
departure might he to 'loin srmlla t forms.

It is important to kilos% exactly boa act or hos% drs
clas must be 101 betiding. paddling. stretching. or
adding.
Expertness is requiled in adding %%edges and seams
so that this a ill notTrack in tin ing or firing.

35
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The various shapes to be assembled for this construc-
tion can be made by any of the processes previously
described. It is better, however, if these pieces are
of similar thickness and dryness. Various pieces may
be textured before being joined.
Slow, uniform drying prevents unequal stress and is
an important consideration in preventing cracking of
welded seams or warping.

Making a Mold
Familiarize the student with the process of making a

mold for simple slab draping, for slumping or pressing,
as well as the more complicated two. and three-piece drain
mold,

Studio Experiences
TEXTURE

The student might
Roll out a slab of clay and cut into many small tiles
of various sins. Experiment in the texturing of each
of these pieces. Some textured pieces could be fired
and some glazed; they could then be arranged to
create an interesting wall panel.
Design a group of thin, textured pieces to hang as a
wind chime. Note the tonal characteristics of the
different clay bodies, and how the densities produced
at different firing temperatures affect the tone.

= PINCH POT

The stwient might
Create\a variety of small pots to be suspended by
means of, a rawhide lace fastened around the necks.
Design a group of bells with clappers to be hung as a
mobile.

Develop a small, amorphous sculpture about the site
of a baseball. using only the hands. Hollow out and
fire.

Design a simple pot with multiple necks.
Push, pull, and twist a lump of clay into an interesting
form that combines positive and negative areas, in.
eluding holes.

COIL OR STRIP METHOD

The student might
Build a life-size ceramic head. A plastic hag filled
with sand. saw dust. or.vermiculite may be used as a
sup'port.

Build a tarn, pot in which the coils are purposely
emphasized as a design element.
Build and carve a deeply textured or incised pot, con-
tainer. or free form.

C r 61/



Build a multiplepot decorative piece or vase.
Design and build a large pot with a pouring lip and
handle.
Construct a large. hollon animal or abstract form by
the roil or strip method.

SLAB METHOD

The student might
Construct a stabile at all relief using a geometric
()I free form as a point of depatture.
Construct a late plate u. bow I by draping a day slab.
Design matching service pieces.
Make a tool for creating impressed designs in vla% to
he bisque fired.
('sing welded slabs. t reate a sculptural piece or a
utilitarian object.

independent ,Studio and Research Projects'

Build a self-portrait head. using terra cotta clot mixed
tt ith coarse grog.

es
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Design and make a ceramic wall panel. (This might
be done as a group project for the school. )

Design a piece suitable for casting. Build a mold
and cast a set of matching pieces.

Collect clay locally if it is available. Screen out
impurities and build a pot by any selected method.

Design and create a group of ceramic jewelry pieces.
Experiment with Egyptian paste.

Design and make a chess set, using an appropriate
method of shaping clay.,

Collect or examine samples of pottery designs such as
Dotal Copenhagen. and tell w hr you would like a
particular pattern for your own dinner table.,

Design and build a large patio lantern or outdoor
sculpture,

Contrast or compare the work of modern potters of
Denmark. .S%%eden. Finland. and the United States.

Create a human figure in an expressive position. con-
sistent with the inherent qualities of day.

/s r."'/
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Throwing on the Potter's Wheel
The %% heel is almost as old as pottery itself.. Evidence

has been found that a crude potter's %%heel uas used as
early as -10(X) B.C. It was devised as a large, flat disk
which ftas sloSyly rotated by a helper. On this (heel the
potter shaped'the clay., Such tyheels are in use today by
many primitiYe peoples of the %solid.

Because of changing conditions. the potter's %%heel is

no longer the standard ommercial method of jumbo in;:
pottery, In many cases. throning is used as an aid in
developing ideas that may result in the making of a mold
for mass production.

The goal of almost every person interested in pottery
is to be able to successfully Biro% a piece on the potter's

at I

%shed. A hall of soft elm is placed on the yy heelhead and
the hands shape the clay as it is being throyYn outward
by the centrifugal force of the RI ohing uheelhead. While
electricpolyered wheels are yet-) popular in the United
States. many craftsmen still prefer the "kick "-type wheel.
The kick %she'd adds one more element to the process of
Bums ing on the %%heel, since in addition to the coordina-
tion and oncentiation required for Ow hand operation
itelf.: the potter must concentrate on. the kicking. To be-
come expert on the %%heel requires years of patience and

experience. A student can. hoyymer. gain much enjoy-
meat and satisfaction from throving if be is willing to
spend the necessary time practicing.



Demonstration abd Discussion
Using a lump of %edged clay, demonstrate and dis-
cuss the art of centering and softening. or plasticizing
the clay, and opening, raising. and forming the pot.
The following should be emphasized:'

It is very important to condition the clay thor-
oughly by wedging. allowing time for seasoning.
It is more convenient if the artist works on a
moist plaster had anchored on the nheelhead. In

this na), the entire bat may be removed with the
piece on it when the product is completed.
No piece can be formed unless the clay is properly
centered.
The potter's hands must be kept net during the
entire process. but water should not be permitted
to gather inside the piece.
In opening and raising. pressure should always be
applied gently, and the hands released slowly.,
An quick or jerky motions could throw the piece
off center.,

Using a leather-hard piece which has been thrown on
the wheel. demonstrate and discuss the art and pur-
pose of turning. including the following techniques.;

inverting. centering, and anchoring the piece
finishing and hollowing the base
trimming off excess etas with metal turning tools
use of support for the arm or hand

Studio Experiences
After the students have practiced the basic technique
of throning, the% should progress through a series of
exercises that rotier most aspects of thrown forms.
including

iylinders of various heights. nidths. and thick-
nesses
spheres with various sized necks
.hallow dishes or deep brawls
tall vases
knobs

'independent Studio Projects
Throw a tall cylinder on the wheel. Throw a series of
small c% finders and knobs,y% hi( h may then he added--

to the original structure to form an abstract construe--

tion. Experiment with warping or otherwise modify-
ing thrown forms.
Throw a small bowl and add handles and a corer..

Combine a series of thrown pieces to create a pot de,
*ig tied to sortie a specific purpose.
Throw a Ilea.) jar and use turning tools to create a
surface pattern.
Thum a series of matched forms designed for a
specific use,

39
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Decorating Unfired Pieces
Demonstrate and discuss various techniques of decorak

ing on moist clay, leather-hard clay, and greenu are. In-

clude impressed designs, incised designs, slip painting.
stenciling, trailing. mishima, sprigging. and sgraffito.
Emphasize the strengths and weaknesses of one-step firing.

Firing
As part of this course mach student should have experi-

ence in stacking and firing the kiln. This must always be
done, however, under the direct guidance and presence of
the art teacher.

Demonstration and Discussion
Discuss with the class the complete bisque-firing
process. including the physical and chemical changes
that take place. completely changing the properties of
the clai.
Be sure that students underitanci:

the importance of having each piece completely
dry before firing (this may take several days or

weeks, depending on the size and thickness of the

thethe method of'stacking the kiln
the importance of the slow firing period, begin-
ning w ith the kiln door slightly open, allowing
water in the form of steam to escape from the kiln
reasons why it is not desirable to bisque-fire and
glaze-fire in one operation
the cooling period, cracking of the kiln, and the
removal of pieces

Glazing
Too often the student feels that the only good ceramic

product is a highly glazed, glossy product.
The bulk of student ceramic activities should be de-

signed so that all glazing is an integral part of the whole
design, rather than merely "frosting (what may be] a
poor cake." In many cases, parts of a project may be
glazed while others are left natural. Students should be en-
couraged to appreciate natural clay. slips, and stains as
well as the high-gloss glazes. Many of the most effective
art glazes are heavily textured and have either a matt or
semi-matt finish.

Cc 1?



Demonstration and Discussion
The teacher should set up a progressive display to
compare bisque ware, glazed bisque before firing.
glazed ware after firing, and pieces decorated by vari-
ous combinations of glazing and other techniques of
decoration, such as underglazing, overglazing, sien-
ciling. brush painting. wax resist, and sgraffito.

Discuss the entire glazing process from powdered or
liquid state to fired glazed war,. Stress the following

points:'

Glaze is a hard, nonporous finish that may be
colorless or colored.
Glaze may he opaque (as in majolica) or trans-
parent. with or without color. It may have 11
glossy, matt. or semimatt finish.
It is vital that the glaze chosen fit the body of the
clay. Glaze should be so selected that it matures
at a temperature or cone no higher than, the clay

to which it is being applied. It may mature at a
much lower temperature.
Most glazes contain certain toxic material and
should not be inhaled. Also. prolonged contact
with the skin, especially where the skin is Broken:

should be ay-Med.
The most effective glazing is done on bisque ware.
Glaze may. however, be applied to greenware,
which saves time and cost but might result in ac-
cidental damage to all pieces within the kiln.

Demonstrate the many basic methods of glazing. in-
cluding brush application. pouring. dipping. sponge
application, and spraying. Emphasize the following

points:,
If a prepared glaze chart is not available or if

glaze is being mixed hs the artist, a small test
piece should he fired.
Thickness of glaze depends upon many factors.
which the artist will realize only through experi-
ence. For example, if the bisque ware is ex-
tremely porous, a thick application will cause pin--
holes and unsightly running during firing.
Dipping is suitable when glazing a number of

small pieces of similar size and shape.
Glaze for the interior of howls and pitchers may
be easily poured.,
For spraying glazes. a booth with an exhaust fan
is a necessity, and the student should wear a pro-
tective mask.
Careful twords should he kept of all glaze mix-
tures. firing times. and temperatures. Labeled

test pieces should also he kept.

Studio Experiences
The student might

Experiment with various methods of glaze applira-,
lion and glaze combinations.
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Experiment with various ways of decorating pots. in-

cluding underglaze, wax resist, and overglaze.

Try using the potter's wheel while glazing, brushing,

and pouring.
Appropriately glaze pieces created during the course,
making certain that in each case the pot, its decora-

tion, the glaze, and the mode of application work to-

gether to create a unified whole.

Evaluation
Has the student had the opportunity to explore and
create with each of the hand-building processes pre-

sented in class?
Has the student made the effort to dig and process his

own clay?
Has the student demonstrated his ability to success-
fully throw on the potter's wheel'
Does the student's conversation and written work

demonstrate an understanding of the ceramic vocab-

ulary?
Does thee student's ceramic work reflect an under-

standing of design? _

Has each student had the opportunity to help stack,

observe, and fire-the kiln?

Has the student explored several different glazing
processes in finishing his pieces?

Also, in creating his designs the student should see that

the actual mass and weight of the ware are consistent with

the visual mass and weight. The pot should carry its own

weight gracefully and not appear to sink into its base.

The piece should he attractive from all sides and should

possess a satisfying tactile quality.
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Glossary of Terms
adobe a heavy. textured clay soil used chiefly as a build-

ing materiat but sometimes used in general ceramics.
alumina an oxide of aluminum in the form of a white

powder or crystalline substance. It is used chiefly
as a refractory and an abrasive.,

bisque unglazed but hard-fired ceramic ware
ceramics 1.. The art of fashioning clay lilt() artistic, orna,

mental. and 'or useful artifacts. 2. Ware made from
clay by shaping it while moist and firing it in a kiln
or oven at high temperatures. Sometimes includes
the use of glass.

clay a widely distributed. colloidal. lusterless. earth) sub-
stance. It is plastic when moist but permanently hard
when fired. It consists of decomposed igneous and
metamorphic rocks rich in feldspar, whose essential
constituents are kaolin and other hydrous aletminous
materials.

crawling a defect of glazing caused by dust or grease,
whereby the glaze appears to recede or draw back.
leaving exposed unglazed areas,

earthenware vessels and ware made from a low-fired
clay. usually not white:: soft. porous, opaque. and
commonly glazed

engobe white or colored slip applied generally to earth-
cow are as a support for a glaze or as a finish in itself

feldspar It group of white. blue, or greenish minerals
closely related -in crystalline form. On decomposi-
tion, they form a large part of the clay in the soil.
and the mineral kaolinite.

glaze a glassy compound used for coating clay products..
It contains silica. usually alumina. alkalies. lime. and
sometimes other ingredients such as coloring agents.
Applied by dipping. brushing. or spraying. and is
fired in a kiln. Protects. decorates. and waterproofs
the surface.

gloss glaze

greenware air-dried, unfired pottery
grog fired refractory material that has been crushed and

pulverized. Mixed with moist clay to reduce shrink-
age during firing to eliminate internal strains, thus
preventing warping, cracking, and blow-ups in large
pieces. May be used for textural effect.

intaglio a technique whereby a design is depressed helots
the surface of the material: sometimes used to deco-
rate a ceramic surface.

kaolin a fine, white cl% resulting from extreme weather-
ing of aluminous materials such as feldspar, It re-
mains white on firing and is used chiefly in porcelain
and as an adsorbent or filler.

lead glaze a glaze containing a high proportion of lead
oxide

leather hard the condition of dr', ness and texture when
greenware is firm enough to hold its shape but soft
enough to he carved or tooled

porcelain a fine ceramic ware that is very hard. white.
translucent. and nonporous. Made of kaolin. quartz.
and feldspar in a single firing at eery high temper-
ature,

pottery I, The art of the potter. 2. Ware made from
clay that is shaped while moist and pliable, then
hardened and glazed by heat in a kiln.

pyrometer an instrument for. measuring temperatures
In yowl the range of thermometer.3. Works by the
principle of increased electrical resistance in a metal
when heated., In an electric kiln the pyrometer may
be part of an automatic system which maintains 'a
certain temperature. then turns off after a specified
period of time.

pyrometric cone any of a series c I pointed. clay wedges
designed to soften and bend over successively as the
temperature in the kiln increases during firing. Used



to determine when the kiln has reached the desired

temperature.
salt glaze a glaze formed on-hot ceramic ware in the kiln

by the reaction of sodium chloride vapor. steam. and
silica

sgraffito decoration produced by scratching with any in-
strument through to a contrasting surface layer (clay,
engobe, or glaze), Usually followed by a firing
process.

silica a chemically resistant dioxide of silicon. Occurs

naturally as quartz and similar substances' commonly
found in the form ofiand. Can be produced artifi-
cially as a fine white powder or in colloidal form.
Used chiefly in mating glass, ceramic glazes, and
heat-resistant ceramic materials.

slip a mixture of fine clay and hater, the consistency of
thick cream. used in the ceramic casting process.
Also used to join moist pieces of clay coils. slabs.
handles, and surface decoration.

terra calla a porous clay of yellowish- to reddish-brown

color
tin glaze an opaque glaze made of an oxide of tin or tin

ashes: used on pottery

Equipping the Ceramic

Area in a Multipurpre
Art Room
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The complete process from moist clay to fired axed

ware should be carefully analyzed during the plan= of
this ceramic area. In this way the teacher may organ'
the ceramics area in the most efficient and practical man-

ner. The size of the kiln and damp cabinet, the number
of potter's wheels. and the amount of rzals to be
ordered will depend on the situa 'n the particular
school system. When ordering ceramic equipment, it is
vital that the teacher write exacting specifications for all

items of equipment.

Electric Supply
A, kiln requires a 220-volt electrical outlet in the art

room. As a general rule, 220-volt, 50-ampere single-phase
electric supply or its equivalent in threephase service

should be provided for electric kilns up to 6 cubic feet in

capacity. For electric kilns between 6 and 10 cubic feet

in capacity. 220-volt, 100-ampere single-phase or its equiv-

alent three-phase service should be provided.
Appliances such as potter's wheels or grinding wheels

usually require 110.volt supply lines. When a" building

is constructed or the art room remodeled. provision should

be made in the room for an aboveaverage number of
electrical outlets in the equipment area.

Washing Facilities
Ample washing facilities should he located within the

ceramic area. A large plastic or galvanized pail of water
should be maintained next to the sink for rinsing clay-
covered tools and hands before washing them at the sink.

This procedure will keep the_drain from becoming stopped

up. A sediment trap should he installed in the sink.

Safety Practices
Safety instructions concerning the use of all tools and

ecitniiment mast be an-integral-part-of-4-he---disete.sion--antl-----
demonstration. -

Stress the chief areas of concern:

Firing the kiln
The outside of the kiln is very hot during firing. The
teacher should caution students never to touch a kiln
during the firing process lest a student suffer a seri-
ous burn
The " kephole " is a danger area. Placing the eye
close to the hole could cause serious eye injury, Any-

thing stuck in the hole will ignite.

( C
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Or

Electrical controls should be. operated only by the
teacher.

The kiln door 'should be opened only by the teacher.
Pieces of glaze stuck to stilts or shelves are often very
sharp and might'cut the fingers.

Grinding

Students should wear protective goggles when grind-
ing or when present in the grinding area.

Potter's wheel
The floor should be kept clean in the working area.
This area can become very messy and even slippery
if clay is dropped on the floor.

General

Students should not operate any equipment without
the guidance and permission of the teacher. .

SUGGESTED READING

Ball, F. Carlton and12a.vors, Janice. Making Pottery With-
out a Wheel. Rhimhold, 1965.

Barford, George. Clay in the Classroom Davis Publica-

tions Inc., 1963.
Dawson, Rol-;rt. Starting With Sculpture. Watson-Gup-

till, 1968.

Kenny. John B. Pottery Making. Greenberg, 194.9.
Lundkvist, Hans. Making Ceramics. Rheinhold1 -1967.

Petterson, Henry. Creating Form in Clay. Rheinhold,
1968. .z

Rottger. Ernst. Creative Clay Design. Rheinhold, 1963.
Scheidig. Walther. Crafts of the Bauhaus. Rheinhold,

1966.

Supensicy, Thomas G. Ceramic Art in the School Program.
Davis Press, 1968.

Trevor, Henry. Pottery Step-by-Step. Watson-Guptill,
1966.

Wildenhain, Marguerite. Pottery.; Form and Expression.
Rheinhold. 1962.
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Suggested Equipment List
Firing

electric kiln cand accessories:
Top-loading kiln with a firing chamber 20 inches wide,
20 inches high, and 20 inches deep. Two kilns of
this size are often preferred to one larger kiln if classes
are large. These kilns may be equipped with kiln
starter, kiln guard, pyrometer. kiln sitter, or com-
bination. of pyrometer and 'automatic cutoffdepend-
ing on the preference of the teacher.

damp cabinet
drying rack
furniture (stilts' and id-

angles)
kiln cement

kiln shelves and shelf sup-
porters

kiln wash
standard pyrometric cones

Clay 'corking, decorating, finishing
decorating brushes
elephant ear sponges
fettling knives
handgrinding wheel
modeling tools ( assorted),
modeling _and decorating

wheels (8")
potter's wheels

Spraying
compressor
protective masks
spray booth with filters
spray -gun

Other Supplies
canvas or oilcloth (18" x

24")
clays (moist or dry)

terra cotta
buff
white

engohes
grog (coarse and fine)
plastic bags

rolling, pins
sgrato tools
sheepswool sponges
storage crocks or cans

(large)
throb ing ribs i wood)
%edging boards
wheel turning tools

If dry glazes are to be used::
mortars
pestles

__precision scale_
sieves

glazes ( liquid or dry
clear
crackle
gloss
matt
semimatt
textured

slip (various colors)
underglazes and overglazes

/



STUDIO IN JEWELRY

AND SILVERSMITHING
INTRODUCTION

The design, fashioning, and rendering of objects frtism

metal and combined materials employs the same basic

elements of artistry and craftsmanship that are common
to all forms of art.

The student should be encouraged to incorporate know
edge from one art experience to another..

High school students are capable of doing sophisticated
work. and the acquired skills of the instruilor in jewelry

and silversmithing will help them to create superior work.

STUDENT OBJECTIVES
Upon satisfactory completion of various s'egmen of

this course of study, a student should he hide to demun-
stra'te:,

4 the ability to saw. drill. solder, forge. and polish

the techniques of chasing and repousse

the technique of enameling
the design andNgLoduction of a pie.ce of hollow ware

o the design and production of a cast work

,

Approaches
\There are diverse approaches to jewelry creation and'

silversmithing, and the Ilhersity of approach allows the
student a Personal and individual involvement.

One approach to the creation of jewelry may stem from

the humanistic need for personal adornmeni and enhance,
ment of the individual. Thanique characteristics of the
wearer are of prime consideration to the design. From

the/earliest times man has adorned himself with found
objects of special interest and 'significance, and has fash-
ioned the material4 of his culture into various styles of
jewelry.. This is true today' also. \and the changes which
have occurred in 'jewelry style are a result of changing
technology and vogue.

er approach is concerned with the creation of
remonia ymbolic. or commemorative objects which

may' relied a eligious or historical significance., Litur-

gical pieces. trr hies. awards, insignia. and symbols of
honor an office re examples of this approach.

The ditari approach stimulates the creation of
object tha erg a u .ful purpose. Containers such as
goblets, c alice . boxes, bowls, pitchers. or flatware such
as t eating and serving utensils. or constructed pieces
stuff; as candlesticks, bookends, salt and pepper shakers.

are but a few of the objects to be considered, The utili-
tarial al ch may be combined with any of the other
approaches. me examples include buttons, belt buckles,

tie and hair asps. and cuff links. or liturgical chalices

and cothirvomw4dive containers.
The esthetic approach is concerned with visual and

tactile effects and the creation of objects which appeal to
the senses. Relief wall hangings, small sculptures, and
mobiles could be included 'in this approach.

The examples mentioned should stimulate each student
to explore, and pursue what is significant to his own needs.



Design

,The major origins of jewelry and silversmithing design
come from man's /eal and imagined experiences and his
conceptions of the flora, fauna, land forms, and geometric
patterns that form his environment.

,Historically, evidence of these sources has been found
in artistic renderings of, all cultures, and these sources
provide infinite possibilities for art forms. The-student
should be encouraged to draw upon them when planning
his work.

The beginning jewelry student may tend to borrow
ideas.from traditional jewelry forms or from something
he'has seen and wishes to replicate. The technical skills
Which 'are developed to produce these forms are of value
as 4 basis upon which to build confidence in one's abilities
to effectively use the materials available. The familiar
and accepted forms lend a sense of security, as different
media are attempted.

The teacher should encourage the student to draw upon
his personal interests and abilities, and should assist the
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student with the technical information necessary to develop
sonfidence. Most students are capable of accomplish.
inents far beyond the mediocre and the stereotyped and
will produce excellent work if it is expected of them.

Consultation and planning between teacher and student
are necessary to afoid the "hurry up and.get into the
material " attitude which can prove disastrous. This
planning may entail drawing a series of *etches to scale
or proportion, assembling or rearranging a model of the
piece using paper, bristol Eoard, or other suitable mate-
rial, or preparing a clay model. -The examination and
evaluation in the planning stages by the student and the
teacher through a careful review of the student's ideas, the
function or purpose of the piece, and the relationship of
its parts to the whole, will provide positive approaches to
the development of the piece. An outline of student goals
and how they can be accomplished should, evolve from
the planning and questioning. A simple approval or dis-
approval on the part of the teacher is not enough; a total
understanding of the project should be communicated
between student and teacher.

( Reference to other works of the past or present may
provide a wealth of information regarding possible
accomplishments, use of materials, arrangement of forms,
and the effects of cultural influences,

Materials
The range of materials which may be used will depend

on the resourcefulness of the instructor and students, and
on the budget allocation.

'While gold is expensive it is not out of the question,
for old pieces of gold jewelry may be melted down
and cast. Antique. shoand jewelers may have
damaged or Woken pieces for a lesser price.
Silver, may be acquired from the same sources as
gold or ordered from supply houses.- Care should be
taken in checking the hallmark.
Copper, brass, and pewter are less expensive and more
available. Copper and brass foils may also serve the
need as both are easily embosted, etched, or chased.
and copper foil may be enameled.
Metals may be combined with many other materials
auoh as wood, plastic. bone. lab-ric, feathers, fin, teed;
ceramics, and glass.

Basic Techniques
Some basic techniques and skills which may be demon.

strated as a foundation for jewelry and silversmithing are:

sawing
filing
drilling
emerying
soldering

oxidizing
polishing
buffing
wire drawing
forging



Methods
Primary methods of executing pieces\ might include :;

pierced forms applique with wire, domes,

pierced forms solder beads
ed to a base metal forming or bending of any

flat pieces soldered to of these
a base

Suggested Areas of
Exploration
Casting

Casting is the technique of transferring a wax or easily
burneclout model into metal, Casting procedures can be
highly sophisticated or. relatively simple.

Open mold casting can be accomplished by fashion-
ing wooden molds and pouring molten pewter (which

melts at a low temperature) into the mold.
=

Piece mold casting can he accomplished by cutting
the desired form from sections of cuttlefish. joining
the cuttlefish sections. and pouring in `molten metal.

Sand casting also employs separate mold sections:: an
original model must be impressed into special cast
ing fand and then removed so that the molten metal
can be poured into the hollow left by the model.

Lost wax investment casting may he accomplished by
gra, ity pouring of the molten metal. or with the use
of a centrifugal casting machine. or bv steam pres-
sure.

When wax is used for the model. a burnout kiln is
necessary for the wax removal. If the model is of
styrofoam. the direct pouring of the molten metal
will remove the styrofoam and no burnout is neces.
sary.,

Investment and wax may be purchased from dental
Ishorat;ifies. Secondhand centrifugal casting ma-
chines may sometimes be secured from dentists. The
centrifuge can be mounted inside « galvanized bucket
which is clamped to a steady surface for safety.

Steam casting requires a kiln for burnout. and an
asbestos liner must he used in the enlarged space
opening to contain the metal which may be melted
with an air acetylene torch, /
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Chasing and Repousse
Embossing and loy-relief modeling may be accom-
plished by chasing and repousst.... Chasing is executed
from the-front side of the metal: repoussi: from the
back side.
Chasing tools may be made from steel nails. and both
copper and brass are excellent to use. Metal of 18-
gauge or thinner is suggested for beginners.

Enameling
Limoges is the direct painting: sprinkling. or dust,
in of enamels onto the metal surface. Stencils and
sgraffito may be experimented with.

.41111111a
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Cloisonne is a technique whereby colors are enclosed
in cells. Enamels are separated by wire, or pierced
pieces are appliqued to a base and the openings filled

ith enamel.
Chanipleri' is a technique whereby etched, chased, or
stamped areas are filled with enamel.

Masse- faille is a method whereby transparent enam-
els are used over an embossed or low-relief metal
surface.

Plique-aicar is a stained glass window effect. Pierced
areas of metal are filled with transparent enamel to
allow the light to pass through.
A fiont-loading enameling kiln is more desirable than
the dome-shaped oven style. The front-loading kiln
can also serve to test ceramic glaze tiles and can be
used as a burnout kiln for investment casting.

Etching

Surface -textures and designs may be executed on metal
by means of an acid and, acid-resistant varnish or wax.
The resistant is used to protect all areas of the metal that
are not to be eaten away by the acid. A solution of one
part nitric acid to two parts water is recommended. The
chemistry department may be a source for nitric acid.

Hollow Ware

Hollow are may be executed by sinking, stretching.
raising: or constructing a piece with seams.

Sinking is the hammering of thin metal into a wooden
mold or a depression in a tree stump with a ball peen
hammer.
Stretching is the thinning out of a thick piece of
ietal by squeezing it between an 'anvil or stake and

a mmer.

Raising is the shrinking of a thin sheet of metal larger
than the plan of the finished object by hammering it
with a Noss peen hammer in concentric lines onto a
metal or wooden T-stake without thinning it out.
Construction is the joining.of flat or formed sheets of
metal by the use of seams.
If meal stakes are not available, hardwood stakes can
he handmade and substituh4 An inexpensive way
of acquiring ball peen and raising hammers is to pur--
chase plastic hammers or/ mallets and to grind the
fares to the desired shape. Subsequent nicks and

imars can easily be rem ved, N
Pewter. brass. and co ire) are less expensive to use
than gold and silver /or producing hollow va-re,



Stone Setting
A bezel setting (collar of metal securing the stone,
is advisable for cabochon cut stones,

A prong setting is desirable for faceted cut stones.
A pin setting works well for half-drilled pearls or
beads.

A gypsy setting may be employed if casting is done.

Evaluation
Tvaluaeion calls for an assessment of the challenges that

have taken place and the work that has been accomplished.
It may involve the student. his peers. the teacher. and the
work itself.-

Craftmanship may be one factor in evaluation and
refers to the technical skills used in fashioning a
piece. Skills to he considered are sawing.- filing.
emery ing, buffing. soldering. or any other techniques
employed. The degree of competence demonstrated
in the execution of these skills will depend on the
student's experience and capabilities. as well as the
materials used,
Design is another factor to be evaluated. It involves
the relationship of all the components of a piece to
each other and to the whole, Consideration should
he given to how the parts relate. complement. empha
size, distract. focus. move., balance, and unify the
whole in relation to the concept behind the piece.
Function and purpose are also factors in evaluation.
and the approach to these will depend on the stu-
dent's original ideas. Consideration might be given
to such 'factors as

does it pour without dripping? ss,,
does it close smoothy and fasten?,
does the pin or fastener work IA itlAtt tearing of
abrading?

--- does, it have balance?,
is it too heavy or too light for its purpose\

The procedural stages in the fashioning of a pike.
the personal satisfaction that a student receives, and
the total experience are difficult to measure. The stu-
dent should he encouraged to assess his development
both (luring the execution of a piece and at the con-
clusion. The reapplication and expansion of what
the student has learned are also importanrconsidera-
films for evaluation.
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Glossary of Terms
B & S gauge flat, circular steel plate with slots of various

sizes on the outer edge: used to measure the thickness
of metal

bezel collar or band of metal used to hold a stone
brass alloy of copper and zinc
burnisher highly polished, tapered steel form with

wooden handle: used to polish metal
cabochim a smooth stone shape that is round or oval
chasing modeling metal from the front side with chasing

tools

chasing tools steel cylinders with smooth ends of various
shapes: used to model metal

cuttlefish dried shell of a marine mollusk.; used as a mold
for casting

dapping block steel cube with graduated concave domes
in the surface

dapping punches steel cylinders with dome tops
draw plate steel plate with graduated hole sizes (round,

half round. scpiare. rectangle) used 'to change the
shape of wire

draw tongs pliers used to pull wire through a draw plate
etching applying surface ornamentation to metal through

the use of acid and an acid resistant
facet flat surface on a crystal or stone
file card wooden, form with metal teeth to clean files
forging forming hot metal by hammering it on an anvil

with a cross peen hammer
gum tragacanth solution used to adhere etiamels to

metal surface

gypsy metal base ha:amered around a stone .o hold it in
place

investment a combination of plaster of paris and quartz:,
used to make a mold for casting

pitch mixture of plaster -of paris. tallow. and pitch: used
as a support when chasing or repoussi.ing

planishipg process of smoothing metal surface with a flat
or slightly round-faced hammer

prong wire projection used to hold a stone in place
repousseing modeling metal from the back side with

ehasing tools

ring clamp wooden hand vise with wedge for holding
metal

ring gauge graduated steel rings used to measure finger
size

ring mandrel tapered steel cylinder used to measure ring
sizes

rouge iron oxide and 'grease used to buff metal
sterling silver alloy of 927/2% silver and VA % copper
tripoli silicon substance and grease used to polish metal

Basic Tools and
The amounts needed will

the extent of the program.

abrasive paper 01320.
4400. 11600)

acetylene torch
alcohol lamp or candles
annealing tray
asbestos
asbestos gloves
aviation shears

S wire gauge or Amer-
ican Standard gauge

ball peen hammer
bench grinder (with at-

tachments for polishing
and huffing)

beLlide )pins (can he home,

bench vise
binding wire
borax
burnisher
C-clamps
( entrifuge ( or use st, am-

casting method)
charcoal blocks and fire-

brick
chasing hammer
chasing tools (can he

made from steel nails)
cross peen hammer
dapping block and

hunches
dividers
draw plate
draw tongs
enamels (80 mesh
enameling kiln
enameling rack and fork
file card

Equipment
depend on the class size and

findings
flexible shaft and motor
gum tragacanth
hand files ( three square.

half round, rasp)
investment materials
jewelers saw frames"
lead solder
liver of sulfur
needle files 142 cut half

round, round, three
square. equaling, cross-
ing)

nitric acid
Pitch
planishing hammer
pliers 1 round nose, form-

ing. flat nose, chain
nose. side cutting )

propane torches
pumice
rawhide mallet
ring clamp
ring gauge
ring mandrel
rouge
saw blades ( Nos. I /0 and

2)
silver solder (sheet. wire.

clipped forms)
steel wool
sulphuric acid
tripoli
t%s eezers

twist drills (801i
universal shears
1% IL\
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Sources of Materials
and Equipment

leu elry tools and findings

Allcraft Tool & Supply Co.
315 Park Avenue
Hicksville. Neu York

American Handicraft
20 W. 14th Street
New 'York City., Neu York

Anchor Tool
12 John Street
Neu York City. Neu York

Arthur Broun & Bro.
2 West Ifith Street
Neu York Oh: Neu )ork
William 1)ixy4fty
32 E. KinneAtreet
Neu ark. Neu Jersey

Paul Gessuein
35 Maiden Lane
Neu York City. Neu York

T. B. Hagstoz & Son
7(V) Sansom Street
Philadelphia. Penns) lvania

Hardware Stores

Local Stores

Gold and Silver

Goldsmith Brothers
III N. A abash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

T. B. Hagstoz .S Son
700 Sansom Street
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

Hand, and Harman
1130 3rd Ayenue
Neu York Cit. Neu

Rodman and Yarn,
21 West 47th Street
Neu York City. Neu ork

ork

( upper and Brass

William Dixon
32 E. Kinney Street
Newark. Neu Jersey

T. B. Hagstoz & Son
709 Sansom Street
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

(.asking Supplies

T. B. Hagstoz S Son
700 Sansom Street
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

Jewelry Casting Equipment
2(1 A. 1.7th Street
Neu York Cit., Nevi 1 ork

I., Shot
%.! kith treet

Neu York City. Neu York

Enamels

American Handicraft Co,
21) A, 14th Street
Neu York City. Nei York

Thomas C. Thompson
15:39 Deerfield Build
Highland Park. Illinois


